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s the Society of American F.ight Directors celebrates its 25th anni~ersary,
it finds itself mourning the loss of Henry Marshall who was so mstrumental in creation of staged combat organizations throughout the
w~rld. Some fond memories arc shared by a few who knew and worked with
him. This issue also looks at Julius Palffy-Alpar, the author of Sword and
Masque, who was one of the first to teach and to publish a work on what was
then known as theatrical fencing.
This issue also takes a look at female violence, a topic consistently ignored
in society in general. It is also a topic that has not been specifically addressed
in staged combat training. Women studying unarmed combat often mention
how diffen:ntly the female bo<ly moves and would respond during techniques

taught in classes. AnJ socici:y in gcm:ral has totally denied that there Ls such a
thing as female violence much less girl gangs. The type of violence perpetrated by these frmale gangs is quite different from that Jone by male gangs.
Darrell Rushton explores the eye-opening topic of female gang violence which
he had to deal with in c.:horcographir;g I<.ia Corchron's Breath, Boom. It is time
that these prcdominamly male st~lgc comb;1t societies throughout the world
recogni,,;e the difference.
Greg Mele or Sword Symposium International (SSI) clarifies whai: really
defines a rapier based on ex;tmining how the sword was used in the manuals or
the sixteenth and se\·entcenth centuries. Stefan Settig shares his experiences in
teaching stage combat in another language in South America and comes up with
some ohservations that might he of help to many tcacl1ers.
Enally a video in two parts has been produced which clearly explains the
sixteenth :ind seYenteenth century Spanish stvle of swordplay. Anthony De
Longis, who is an honorary member of the SAFD, has prodocecl this two volume video with noted anthoritv Ramon Martinez.
Part IT ofJamie Cheatham's series of exercises to help the actor/combatant in
acting violence is continued and Robin McFarquhar's work as a fight director at
the Utah Shakespearean Festival in 2001 is shared hy Ron Hubbard.
Al'ticles for the Spring/Summer 2003 issue should be written in the third
person and submitted by November I, 2002.

Feinting the pen briskly,
··~Lind.a Carlyle McCollum
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The SAPD recognizes members at a variety of levels, including Pight Master, Fight
Director, Certified Teacher, Actor/Combatant and friend. SAfD members have staged
or acted in countless numbers of fight scenes for live theatre, film anJ television.
Throngh its training programs across the United States, the SAFD has schooled thousands of individuals in the necessary skills to perform. or choreograph safe and eftcctivc
stage combat.
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The Fight Master

or

The Society
American Fight Diricctors is a not for prnut organization dedicated co
promoting safety and fostering excellence in the art of directing staged comb:n/theatrical violence. The SAFD is committed to providing the highest level of service to the
field through initiating and maintaining guidelines for standards and quality, providing
education anJ training, promoting scholarly research and cncoura,ging communication
and collahoracion throughout the entenainrnent i11dustry.

Visit the blazing SAFD Website
Member
Represtntatives
Regional
Rep rescntacives
Certified Teachers

Fight Diret:tors
Fight Masters

Membership
. Information
Ja
Regional

Wcirkshops

Upcoming Events

Directory

Links

www.sa .org
____ _ ,_n,

•11• • : w a , r a ~ ,

1-800-659-6579
Call the SAFD Hot Line
For stage combat assistance, workshop information,
and general questions.

Call 9 a.m. to 5 p.n1. Eastern Standard Time
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FROM THE

. PRESIDENT

~ h e Fight Master is currently seeking active photos of stage com bat for
\ , upcoming issues. Black & white and color prints (no smaller than 5"x7")

1'

and slides will be accepted. All photos should include performers' names
and roles if fewer than five are pictured, photographer, play, playwright, fight
director, theatre company and year of performance. Photos should also include
return address. Without this information, pictures cannot be used. 8"x10"
prints or color slides with strong vertical orientations are also desired for covers;
these should be shot as close up as possible (full bodies need not be visible).
Photos from digital cameras do not reproduce well enough to print.
The deadline for graphic material in the fall/Winter issue is August 15, for the
Spring/Summer 2003 issue it is February 1'5. Future submissions are accepted
at any time. Send all prints ·sandwiched between t\VO pieces of cardboard in an
envelope clearly labeled. "Photos-Do Not Bend" to
Jeff A.R. Jones, Graphic Designer
2917 Isabella Drive
Raleigh, NC 27603
If there are any questions, please fe~l free to call (919) 835-3557 or email
JARJones@nc.rr.com.
A.gain, exciting photos are encouraged from all levels of the SAFD membership.
··~Jeff AR. Jones

CONTRIBUTORS=
Jamie Cheatham is a Fight Director in the SAFD who
reside, in New York
Raymond Delgato is a freelance writer and instwcto,
of voice living in Plori<la, who has an avid interest in
swordplay and culture.
Ron Hubhard is an Associate Professor of Theatre at
the 1:nivcrsity of .,\ labama at Birmingham. He is .i
member of Actors Equity and the SSDC.

Linda Carlyle McCollum serves as editor of The Fight
Mas1er uud on -site coordinator for the NSCW: McColl,un
is a facuhy member in Theatre at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.
Greg Mele is the founder and director of both 'fhe
Swor~play Symposium fnternational and The Cliicagll
Swordplay Gnild.
Dru·rell Scott Rushton is the Per:'orming Arts Ce1ucr
Manciger o(Fw,tbu1r; State University in ]\'larylan,I a1,,J
the fig}n choreographer of Kia Corthran's play, Breath,
Boom which was performed ar her alma mater.

Workshop Coordinators
and Advertisers
As of the Fall/Winter 2001 issue, The Fight Master will advertise non-SAFD
workshops and services, including any movement/acting/theatre-related
workshops, training institutions, graduate/undergraduate programs,
theatre companies, perforn1ances, books & scripts, publishers, swordcutlers,
armorers, martial arts suppliers, period clothing and footwear, or other
theatre/combat rdated training, goods or services. Workshops that have
officially been sanctioned as SAFD workshops as detailed in the Policies &
Procedures manual are entitled to a free 1/4 page ad in The Fight Master;
larger ads may be purchased at a discount rate. N on-SAFD workshops may
be purchased at full price. Ads can be designed by the graphic designer for
a slight fee. For more infonnation, please contact

Stefan Sittig is a dance and fight choreo~rnpher,
actor, singer and <lancet· residing in the Washington,
D.C. area. He holds an MFA in Theatre from VCO
and has been a certif1ed actor/combatant with I he
SAllD since 1994. For more information go to:
www.stcfansi I tig. homestead.com,
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Jeff A.R. Jones
2917 Isabella Drive

Raleigh, NC 27603
(919) 835-3557 JARJones@nc.rr,com

F

irst off, the
Society of American Fight
'Directors
welcomes
aboard the new Executive Director, Julia
Rupkalvis. Rupkalvis
brings with her a wealth
of experience in the
not-for-profit arena.
She has been given the
task of identifying and pursuing grant moneys, examining and
suggesting improvements to SAFD business practices, and a host
of other tasks vital to the society's continued growth and health.
This year's annual meeting was an exciting and productive
one. The secretary reported that the SAFD membership is at
its highest level in history, A scholarship fund was created to
wpport the SAFD's current and future scholarship efforts.
Grant money ha, already been allocated to the fund, and it is
hoped thar tl1 is new effort will allow tl1e SAFD to broaden its
scholarship offerings in the future. Much discussion about the
on-going negotitations with the performance unions and a
plan for approaching the individual unions was created. The
Cutting Edge will be used to communicate the progress of
negotiations to the membership.
The charitable giving continues with donations to
Broadway Cares Equity Fights Aids and other causes solicited at
the NSCW and regional workshops. Fight Director
Representative Scot Mann has created the Pood Fight charity
event to benefit tlie Atlanta food depository. Others have jumped
on the Food Fight bandwagon, leading to plans for similar events
to be held in cities across the country. The commitment of giving back to the community is gratifying to see an<l is indicative
of the best aspects of the SAFD.
As the SAPD continues to grow and evolve as an organization, all members are asked to look at the SAPD as an
agent for the benefit of all rather than an end in itself. The
efforts of the organization have benefited everyone directly
and indirectly involved in the profession of stage combat. By

continuing to improve conditions in professional theatres,
providing training for performe1·s, teachers and fight directors, and acting as a focal point for information, discussion
and research, the society has had a profound effect on this art
form, Many SAFD members work in the artistic arena and
have artistic differences. As professionals, artists and citizens;
members must respect Lheir fellows and treat them with common courtesy even to those practitioners who have opted not
to be part of the SAFD. The SAPD is the largest organization
of it~ type and has a leadership role to fill. Everyone is urged
to le;id hy example.

As alwayo: "Eght the good fight!"

Chuck Coyl
President SAPD

The Pight Master-+-- Fall/Winter 2002
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ARSHALL
photo highlights from Jamie Cheatham's thesis proiect, Violent Del~ghts, foaturing MFA candidates: Robin Armstrong, Jerry Tan, Tiza Garland, Jim Quesenberry, Jamie Cheatham, and Jenny Male

Virginia Commonwealth University • School of the Arts • Department of Theatre

MFA THEATRE PEDAGOGY with emphasis in
movement & stage combat choreography
with SAFD fight master and broadway veteran, David Leong
and SAFD certified teacher, Aaron Anderson

Recent MFA Graduates: Jenny Male, Tiza Garland,
Jamie Cheatham, Jim Quesenberry
Current MFA Students: Ray Anderson, Matthew Ellis
Darrell Rushton1 Cara Rawlings, Mayol Simpson

1

• movement analysis
• mime
• mask work
• physical comedy
• weapons
~ period & contemporary unarmed
• professional internships
• seminars in choreography
• seminars in the business of theatre
plus courses in ...
directing, stage management,
theatre history, literature & criticism

tea

at Virginia Commonwealth University

Member of NAST

call or write:
David S. Leong, Chairman
804.828.1514
dsleong@vcu.edu
www.vcu.edu/artweb/theotre
An equal opportunity/affirmative action institution

Virginia Commonwealth University • School of the Arts • Department of Theatre
922 Park Avenue • PO Box 842524 • Richmond, Virginia 23284-2524
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n a cold winter night in
February of 1969, in a small flat
in North Lon<lon, Henry
Marshall, the Master at Arms of the Royal
Academy uf Dramatic Art (RADA) alo11g
with \X'illiam Hobbs, the Fight Director at
the National Theatre, called a meeting of
those who regularly engaged in directing
fights in British theatre or who taught at
the drama schools that offered stage combat or fencing. It was from this meeting
that the Society of British Fight Directors
was born. The founding members included Charles Alexis, B.H. Barry, John
Banon, Roy Goodall, John Greenwood,
Tan McKay, Dryan Mosley, Derck Ware,
Arthur Wise, Philip Anthony, Patrick
Crean, Hans Mater and John \'{Taller. Their aim was to raise the standard of stage fighting in England and to raise the status of the fight director, a term coined by Hobbs, as
opposed to sword.master or fight arranger. Fight tests were introduced at the drama
schools and combined techniques of r~pier and dagger, point work and unarmed combat along with Shalcespearean text. This organization which was then called the Society
of British Fight Directors (SBFD) was the first of its kind anywhere in the world and
led to the establishment of similar organizations in the United Stales, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Scandinavia, Africa and Asia. In 1996 the SBFD changed its name to the
British Academy ofDramadc Combat (IlADC).
Autumn of 1973 saw the first publication of ?'hr Fi!(ht Director wl1ich Marshall
compiled and edited from 1973-1990. The opening paragraph reads, "This is the first
issue of the first magazine in the world devoted to the art and profession of those who
create and direct slage fights." The magazine was composed of articles, leLlers and gossip germane to stage combat enthusiasts worldwide
In 1977 he published A Manual of Dramatic Armed Combat for Act01:, entitled Stage
Swordplay, or "So You Want to be Errol F0inn?"Thc manual was based on his instruction at
the RADA where he taught for nearly forty years and to overseas visitors at Marymount
College. It contained all the precepts of safe staged combat necessary for lhe enthusiastic
amateur to practice and the seasoned professi.onal to observe. It is still considered by many
to be a masterpiece of its kind.
Henry Marshall was born Marshall King Battcock in 1920 and enjoyed a comfortable
middle class lite growing up. He began studying Rnglish Literature but abandoned it for
musical composition and dramatics, activities which 5owcd the seed that began a life in the
arts for him. At the ag'-" of twenty he gave up his academic studies and entered the theatre.
He soon discovered acting was not his forte. As he is often quoted as saying, "I was
the worst actor I've ever seen and I've seen a lot of bad actors." He turned to playwriting with an equal lack of success. "I've emptied more theatres than any other dramatist
in the country." But his creation of texls, lrrics and music for original pantomimes was
prolific, as was his success as a scriptwriter for BRC Radio and TV

2001
As a boy he had a passionate interest
in the films of Douglas Fairbanks Sr. which
led him to become a fight director after the
war. This resulted in his great success in the
world of entertainment and teaching.
People who knew M,irsh,tl! often comment on his mischievous sense of humor.
Jean-Pierre Fournier, while studying with
Marshall in 1978 mentions Marshall's
delightful sense of mischief.
On several occasions we would be
walking from RADA after stage
combat das;; to the tubes, and he
would say, "Jean-Pierre, did you
lmow that everyone in London is
either from Rirmingharn, America,
or Canada, like yourself:'"
"Of course, He111y," I would say.
"You don't believe me? Well, then,
lc:r's ask this man coming tuwards
us right now." Be would then stop
whomever it was and ask them, out
of the blue, "My friend and I were
just wondering where you're from?"
On literally every occasion, the
man (it was always someone
new), a bit stunned at the
unusual question, would answer,
'Tm from Birmingham."
Henry would say; 'Thal's what I
was just telling my friend! That
everyone in London is either from
Birmingham, America, or Canada
like himself! Thank you."
We would carry on down the
street, leaving the passerby on the
street somewhat perplexed at the
odd request. No matter how often
he Jid this, the passerby woLtld
answer, 'Tm from Birmingham."
Henry too, was from Birmingham.
Marshall and a group of his friends would
go fence at the Plitech Centre New Oxford
Circus on Thursday night. While Marshall
was a fine fencer, he occasionally found it
difficult to accept a hit. ln a twenty-minute

National Association of Scnools of Theatre
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Thirteen days in Maine
includes instruction in
stage combat technique,
in-depth scene work, video
production, improvisation,
duels,. mass battles, gun safety,
and a public performance.

The Celebration Barn Theatre,
surrounded by 12 acres of
woods and ..fields overlooking
the White Mountains, is where·
participants live, rehearse,
work and .eat Food is provided
· by a staff chef. There is even tf
Maine Lobster Night Feast.

". The Actor Ensemble Workshop
accepts twelve participants
to focus not just on advanced
stage combat technique, but .
...., on the integration of scene
and character work into
stage combat performance.

;}Wte 15-27,

The Fight Directors Workshop
invites s.ix participants to study

2003

Fight Directors Workshop $1500
Actor Ensemble Workshop $1200
Room and board provided, double occupancy
$100 off if application received by 4/1 /02
10% off for ,3-year SAFD members in good standing
· Only one <;![srnunl applies per appliti!tion

For more information:
Carol Brett
207-743-8452
info@celebrationbarn.com
or www.safd.org

•
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the creation of fight c;horeog- ·
raphy in a variety of theatrical •
styles. Videotaped work is
critiqued daify. Alf aspects of
fight direction ~re examined
including stagfng, research,
safety, thea.tricaUty, direction,
design, and business aspects.

set-to, he might rn:Jcc half a dozen hits on
his opponent· and when he was hit he
would very often decline the hit, saying it
was off target or had not pressure, even
when the tip was showing a huge bow in
the top of the blade and the tip planted
squarelv in the middle of his chest. f-Ie did
not like to lose, but these Thursday
evenings provided him an opportunity to
try some of the cournless historical moyc:s
he had discovered in his years of research.
Fow-nier reports
On the occasion of him pressing
his point home in my abdomen
through a strange and a neverbefore-seen-by-me kind of move,
T would ask, "What was that, and
is it legal?"
"Of course," Henry would reply,
"and it's righl ouL of Angelo; don't
you recognize it?" His eyes would
light up and an impish grin shine
on his face, as he knew he had you.
Fournier reminisces about going to the pub
after class with Henry and Leonard Chase.
After a two-hour workout on the
fencing floor, we would clean up
and head to a nearby pub, which
they affectiotMtely called the "Glue
Pot," becmsL of a strange jug of
beer rhaL had once unwittingly
made it to their table. There they
played the weekly game of trivia,
with questions so obscure, that I
had no answers for most of them.
Henry would start, "For ten
'p'[pence] , who was in the first
production of Four Feathers, who
gave the feathers to whom, and
who arranged the music/" They
would simply rattle out the
answers and move on to the next.
When tl1e pot in the middle of the
table grew big enough, another jug
was ordered and polished off
before heading over to Cypriani's,
a delightful Greek restaurant
where the Thursday night regulars
were treated like royalty. It was an
evening of endless exchange of wit
and wannth th;it seems now to
have become a lost art.
Lloyd Caldwell began corresponding with
Mm·shall in 1987 while doing research on
his dissencttion on the history of staged
violence. Being intere;ted primarily in
how violence was actually performed,
Caldwell picked np on articles Marshall
had written for The Fight Director on che
use of "counu-y fours" and "country sixes,"

which were canned fights that were plugged in when needed in the 19th century theatre.
Since Marshall was unfortuanately allergic to footnotes, Caldwell began corresponding
with him about where he found the information. As it turned out, these toutines were
what Marshall first learned on becoming an actor and led him to forther training and
research. Marshall had actually learned these fights from provincial actors from the 19th
century which made him a link with p:1st stage combat practitioners. Caldwell finally had
the opportunity to meet Marshall in the Spring of 1990.
I cJled Henry and we set a date for lunch. Over food and copious wine we discussed the fact that so much historical knowledge of our craft is lost. Stage fencing, like other stage business, w,1s considered a minor achievement which one was
expected to master but which excited little comment. Noticf wa, paid only if there
were an accident. Stage fencing was acquired through imitating other actors and if
you rose to a certain level in the profession, from a maitre darmes ... We discussed
the old London fencing masters, and the training of young actors of the last century. We talked about Hutton and Aylward in exhaustive detail. At the end of the
llU1ch, I felt that I had just attended one
of the most important seminars in my
academic career... What was most important to me however was that Henry
would give of his time m a complete
unknown. It was a very generous gestW'e
and greatly encouraging.
Marshall was always generous and
open in sharing his knowledge, expertise
and tricks of the trade. He seemed tireless
in his dedication to keeping a calm, clear
sense of direction of the SBPD and its distinguished founding members.
Allen Suddeth met Gordana Rashovich,
an actress at the Den\'cr Theatre Center for
the Performing Arts who had studied with
Marshal in England.
1 never thought I'd know how to pick up
a broadsword and shield until Mr. I--frnry
Marshall showed me the moves, and we
were all out playing. His spirit offun was
contagious, and he taught me that ifI let
my imagination go the moves, with practice, would transport me to a new place. My friend Mavaunen and I got Lhe Derck
\Vare pri7:e at RA DA wid1 Shakespearean text. What fun! I thank him for that.
Everyone in the theatre worldwide owes a great debt of gratitude to Henry Marshall and
his colleagues for putting stage combat where it is today. It was Marshall who ensured
its perpetuity through his generous spirit and passion for the art of stage combat. He
calmed internal wa\'eS on occasion and kept nurtLll'ing the group until they took on a
hm1dful of international students, who brought their new found knowledge home and
continued to spread the word.
Fournier remembers, "Henry was a man who enjoyed a good beer, and as he said, 'a
poof: err--puff on a pipe or a fine cigar,' great music and theatre, and appreciated a well done
stage fight." He was an exceptional horseman, a fine swordsman, a writer of the famous
British Pantos, a composer and director and continued his appreciation and admiration for
the opposite sex, right into his final years. Henry was, by English terms, a mild eccentric.
As Caldwell points out, Marshall "was a walking repository of rare information,
and a scholar of his crafc. He was more than an infinitely courteous and generous ri1:lll.
He was a living connection to our predecessors, the early fight directors."
Marshall was a compkx man who could be both subtle and obvious. He was selfdeprecating. When it came to success be often gave the impression of a sense of failure
at his literary and artistic endeavors. Those who knew him and especially his students,
enjoyed and profited by his teachings. He was an original upon whose like one may
not look again.
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WHAT TS J\ RAPIER?
No general agreement· exists as to -what· precisely
-lti constitutes a rapier. The definition of a long, slender-bladed sword, which emphasized the thrust
over the cut, seen1s to have appeared in Euglai,d
)·!
and Germany in Lhe mid-16th n;ntu1y. Tradition
iii has it that this term evolved from the esp11da roprra
f'
(robe sword), as a way of denoting a civilian weapon
from a milita1y one. 'fhis tradition is further supin Germany by Paulus Hector Mair's frncing
t&l ported
hook compilation (1542), which calls the weapon a
rapir and it en.cis hisp,1nims. English tradition has
t_.:c.
always believed the word entered the language via
l ..
it France, and at least one Franco-English lexicon calls
la 1upicre a "spannysshe swor<lc:."
Unforcw1atel)', die term ;yzpiere remained
ljf' extremely
rare in France, and unknown in Italy or
Spain, the weapon's home. In both of these latter
1:
countries, the term sword, seemed perfectly sufficient,
or, when nc:ces,a1y, a ddinition based on the ~word's
properties, such a~ the Italian spt1d.a r!a fllo (edged
sword), or the Spanish, la punta quadrata (a qm1drangular blade), Even the Elizabethan linguist John
Horio, a friend and confidant of Vincei1tio Saviola,
could barely define t.he Lc:rm in his Italian-English lcxicon, Q;1ee,1 Annas New Wr1rld ofWordr (J Gll ). The
best he could man;:ige was: Spada-a sword, a rapier,
a glaive, a blade; Spadetta-a little sword or rapier;
Spadina-as spadetta, and tin ally, T/e:rdugo----,a rapier, a
' tucl"e, a little swordc. Unfortunately, an Elizabethan
rapier was hardly :1 little sworrl, nor was it a tuclce,
which was ;:in Fngli~h colloquialism for an estor.
In the modern era, most fencing historians
have looked to the Renaissance as the birth of real fencing, and
the rapier as Lhe first real fencing sword. ln defining a rapier,
howeYer, thev seem ro bave followed the lead of the curatorial
community, ·who have hased their nomenclature primarily on
the sword's hilt rather than its blade. Combined with a mistaken belief that pre-rapier masters did not use the thrust in any
meaningful way, almost any complex-hilted sword of the sixtetntl1 and seventeenth centuries beco.n1es a rapier.
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its simplesr definition, a rapier is a swo.rd.
1 he sword has taken many forms, tnost of which
are clearly recognizable as a longsword, fi,J.chion,
smallsword, anLl s,1brc. Yet, the npiff, one of the
most popuhr Jnd de.1dly civilian swords has been
mislabeled, and thus, often misunderstood, in the
modern era.
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Yet for all of this confosion uf terms, a rapier is
not a military sword, but is clearly its own suh-frmn
of sword. In modern Italian scholarship, Renaissance
swords are distinguished between the spada da ktto
lspada d.a filo (skleswor<l or cut-and-thrust .swords)
and d1e ,padt1 d:1 lato a strisd.a (the thrust-oriented
r:ipier). As the latter weapon developed from 1he former over the course of half a century, the best wav to
undersrnnd which weapon a given master taught, is
;;
to look at the characteriscics of his techniques, rather
13
than the weapon's morpl1ology.
Spada d11 ft1to masters can generally be identi- " ,i;
fied hy the following characteristics:
~
•--they utilize a weapon capable of making pow.§
erful, lethal cu.Ls, and suitahl.e for use on the
battldidd, or in civilian cldense;
1!
--.-cuts and thrusts are used equnlly;
.
•-+--cuts are usually made from the shoulder or i ,::
elbow, and arc often powerful enough to end
g
the fight;
::!
--the sword is ofLen taught in rnnjunction with
the buckler and full-sized shield.
Striscia (rapier) treatise1> usually have the fol~
lowing chai:acteristics:
• - they discms a long, thin-bladed weapon
designed for ciYili:rn defense;
• --strong emphasis on the thmst over the cm;
- - cuts are generally harassing slashes, or actions
made to get the sword's point back on line;
+· - the sword's companion arms, arc u~ually
common, civilian side arms, such as the dagger or cloak;
+- - techniques become increasingly more linear,
as time goes by.
As with any generalization, tha;e categoric., arc
not iron-dad. In the middle of tl1e sixteenth century,
several key maste'rs taught the sprtda da !tito, hut used
it in the fashion of a rapier. These masters can be seen
as late sidesworcl masters 01· early rapier masters, and
their works axe valuable in the swdy of cithc:r.
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THE MAESTRI
The following arc the principle Italian masters of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and t..he principle form
of the: spt1da, thc:y taught.
(Nota Bene: While the following descriptions occasion;illy reference the weapons illustrated in the master~• treatises, this is hardly a reliable way to denote sword form. In Giacomo di Grassi's
English translation, for example, one of his principle swor<l guards
is illustrated with a man widding afalchio11. Only reference illustt·ations that support descriptions in the actual text are used.)
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Opera Nova (1531)
Spada da iato (cut and thrust/sidesword). Manciolino

ANTONIO MANCIOLJNO,
I

I

I

I

I

I

teaches the use of a military sword, and instructs in its use for
war (with a variety of shields), and for personal, civilian
defense (alone, or with buckler, dagger, or cape). Manciolino
favors the edge, but uses both edge and
point, and his cuts are made from the
shoulder and elbow.
ACHILT .E MAROZZO, Opera Nova (15 36)
Spada da iato, Like Manciolino,
Marozzo uses the same weapon for
civilian and military use. Like
Manciolino, he also uses powerful
shoulder and elbow cuts, and uses edge
and point equally.

PRANCESCO DI LOilliNZO ALroNI, Trattrtto Deil'ctrmi Inititolato
Monomachia (1540s)
Spada da lato. Altoni was a rival and contemporary ofMarozzo.
CAMTLLO AGRIPPA, Tratto di Scientia d:Arme (1553)

Agrippa's sword is not described in illustration or text, as
being any different than Marozzo's, but
his focus on civilian swordsmanship and
emphasis on the point, shows the evolution towards the spada da lato a striscia,
or rapier.

berd, bill, and two-handed sword, and fdt his spad.i would serve
well on the field of battle. This makes its form, clearly th~t of a
spada da lato. However, like Agrippa, his method strongly preferred the thrust to cut, and while his sword could make strong
cuts, he generally preferred slashes made from the elbow or wrist.
Thus, while the weapon might be the earlier sidesword, its
method of use was more consistent with the rapier, so much so,
that his English translator translated the spada solo, spad.i e pttgnale, and spada e capa material as II rapier, rapier and dagger, and
rapier and cape, 11 respectively.

GIACOMO DI GRASSI, His True Art of
Defense (Italian: 1570, English, 1594)

As Agrippa. Di Grassi, while focused
on civilian swordsmanship, still included
military weapons, such as the pike, ha!Agrippa

FEDERICO GHISULRO, Regole di
molti cavag!iereschi essercitti (l 587)

Ghisliero gives precise details
for the dimensions of his weapon,
which neatly fits the perfect
description of a late 16th century
rapier
(striscia),
Agrippa,
dall'Agocchie, di Grassi, and St.
Didier, all used a sword that, in
form, was a military weapon, and
.ill were familiar with how to use its
Ghisliero
-·»-·•--···--·
stronger cuts, and its hattlefleld
companion arm-the shield. Yet these masters also were dearly laying the framework for the spada da lato a striscia and thus
can be classified as both cut-and-thrust sword masters or early
r.ipier masters.
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HENRY SAINCT DIDIER, Traicte contenant !es secrets du premier iivre de l'espee
seule (I 573)

Sainct Didier's manual is largely a
French translation and reworking of Di
Grassi, with more detailed diagrams and
descriptions. His espee, like Agrippa's, is
relatively short and wide-bladed,
although it includes a knuckle guard.

------,--~-- .LE--
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Lo Scherma (1575)
Viggiani names his weapon a spada da filo, but in terms of
technique, by this point, the sword is clearly being used as modern students generally think of the rapier.
ANGELO VIGGIANI,

Pru:',VO,T•

Sainct Didier

Del!'arte di Scrimia Libri Tre (1572)
Dall'Agocchie was Marozzo's student, and his work has
largely been considered an expansion and clarification of
Marozzo's swordplay. However, unlike the earlier master,
dall'Agocchie places his emphasis on the thrust.
GIOVANNI DALLAGOCCHIE,
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G.A. IOVINO, 7rc1ite des Ecrime (c.1580)
Lovino's writing, and his ilfnstrntions, suggest thl" sttiscir1.
When he teaches thc sword used with the buckler or shield, he
seems to treat it as a different weapon altogether.
Au101\SO FALLOPL\., Nuovu etBrieve lvfodo di Schermire (158,i)
Striscid (rapier). PallopUs method is not only dearly that:
of a rapier master, but he himself is adamant that he is covering a civilian weapon, not a military one, and its companion
weapons: the dagger, glove, and c~pe.
V!NCENTlU SAVIULU, Savio/,o, llis Practice (1595)
Striscirt. !\!though 1he illustrations show a :;imple, crnciform sword. Silver's description of the "improper length"
of the weapon, Saviolo's boast to thrust II two foore farther
than other Englishmen," (i.e. the lunge), and the slashing
narurc of the cuts in his repertoire, all point Lo the true
16th century rapier.

RmnLFO

CAJ'O

FLRRO,

CrOVi\Nl nATTTST\ G\IANJ'l,

Ci'an

1rtediMancggi,1rla Spc1da (1619)

As Fabris or Capo Ferro.

Simulacrum (1610)

,•

FRANCESCO

Exactly as Fabris. Capo Ferro's
method is far more familiar to the modern eye than the earlier method8-a more
linear stance, sword hand presented, long,
del"p lunges. Interestingly C;i.po Ferro
includes a few techniques for using the rapier with the target
shield, and the two wel.'e clearly not a happy marriage.

ALFIERI,

La

Scherma (1640)
As fabris, his method is classic
rapier tc'.ncing--a long, thrusting
sword with a complex hilt, using
voids, lmnd parries, dcmi-voltes,
and lunges.
Alfieri
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As Fabris or Capo .be1-ro.
Glganti

GIUSEPPE Moruso\TO PALT.AV\CIT\1,

A typical Italian thrusting r;pier, with a shortened blade-in
essence a transitional weapon between the rapier and smallsword.
FRANCESCO AN10N1U !vlARCl!.LU, Regole del/,a Scherma (1686)
A cup-hilced striscid, UM:d almost solely for thrusting.

Ill

ANDRE DE LTANCOUR, Le Mistrr d'arrnes
(1686)
An early; transitional smallsword, still used
much like a rapier.
BuNDJ DJ M \ID, Lei Sp11da Mt1cstm (1 G9G)

S.-ien2ia upn1ctic,t d'cmne (l60G)
Striscir1. His technique is clearly for civilian use with a

SALVATOR FA!,RIS,

3945 W. Reno Ave., Suite F, Las Vegas, NV 89118

Lrt scherma il!ustrata (1670)
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thrust-oriented stvlc of fence, and his illustrati('ms depict a
swept-hilted sword.
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minds of the girls she met in prison. A number of things
became implanted. First, the violence on stage could never
possibly equal the violence perpetuated by the real gangsters.
Second, that in order to be true to the vision of the playwright, e\'erything on sLage had to have a brutal, ugly realism.
Third, the hook tint Corthron used as research was Gini
Sikes' 8 Bail Chicks.
On the verge of acceptance into the Theatre Pedagogy
MFA Program at Virginia Commonwealth University, this
choreographer had che opporttmity to meet David Leong and
w;itch him teach a class on Contemporary Violence, and the
hour and a half he spent in that class molded the approach to
the upcoming production. Leong's ideas about contact
improvisadon, grappling techniques and actor's vocalizations
(noises of pain and fear) were of amazing Yaluc·. Leong also
grnntcd time to discuss how he appi-o;iched the New York production, in particular the use of the rawrs and fighting in the
toilet stalls.
Further research was done with 8 Ball Chicl,s, and Gangs:
A Hcmdl)(}ok far Communi1y ,lwarenos, a book dut takes a
"wake up, white people, its coming to yom hood' appro:ich. It
reiterated the fact that society really does not want to admit the
problem exists. A number of films were watched such as
Mma,:e fl Society which is all abom boy gangstas but invaluable
for its ugly rctlism and a gang beating in prison, Colors with its
useful depiction of police as the bad guys and gangstt1s as sympathetic but not mnch else. Stranger Ort the Inside, an I rno
Production, was extremely valuable for its insight into the
bkakness of women's prisons.

]UMPIN' IN AT FROSTBURG:

by Darrell Scott Rushton

17

cbys society wan ts to pretend
that violence ben,veen women
does not happen. Cini Sikes in
her book 8 Ball (,hicks cites over and
over the rcluccance of Police
Departments in T.os Angeles, Texns,
::tncl Wisconsin to acknowledge the
existence of girl-gangs. If they do admit
it, the girls are considered auxiliaries to
the boy gaugs; gun carriers, owners of
safe houses or property of the g;1ng. Tl1e
pos~ibility of women leading or organizing gangs, much less as perpetrators of
violence, is alien to the police, and by
extension, .society in gcner;J.
Playwi-ight Kh Corthron addre,ses this issne indirectly in her violent
and often funny world of girl gangs in
the Bronx in the play Bread,, Boom. As
the fight d1orcographer of Fro.sLburg
State University's production of
Corthron's plav, female brutality was
one of the things that needed to be
clearly staged in the producdon. Yet
what Corrhorn writes in her stage
directions is as ,imply put as
Shakespeare's "They fight."
PRIX give ANG.EI. and MALIKA a look. COMET is
suddenly Lcrrified bu; before SHE can get away ANGEL
and MAUKA pounce, betting the crap out ofCOJvfET
no mercy. COMET screaming. <Brr.1th, Boom 2)
It was the choreographer's job to realize safe and believable
choreography for not only this scene, but also have the lead
characLer get jumped in a baLhroom stall, have girh whip razor
blades out of their mouths, and Lave two women sexually
ass;iulr another woman.
Breath, Boom was originally commissioned by the Royal
Court Theatre in London, and was later produced in New York
at Playwright's Horizons. Frostburg State UniversiLy had been
looking for plays for ten superb bbck act1Tssc, in the departme11t
none of whom had been previously given the opportunity to
shine in lead mies. Breath, Boom filled this need and permission
was obtained to produce 1t.

including that her mother's boyfriend, Jerome, began raping
her at age five. The audience also learns thr;; one thing that
make~ Prix: hum,m: her lo\·e and lascinaLion wiLh fireworks
and hcl" dream of onc·dav becoming a Areworb' designer. 'l'his
dream never fades as Prix spends the remainder of her life io
and out of correctional institutions, dealing drugs and huning
anyone who gets in her way. After making a huge mistake on
a prison deal, Act T'\.\O ~ces Jupiter, Comet's chughter, ripping
th!':' mantle' of power from Prix in a brutal fight staged in the
stalls of a bathroom. Prix, brought compleLclv down, eventually gets out of prison and learns that she has to find some new
way of living. The finale of d1e play is a confrontation beLween
Prix and her mother, and Prix is finally nhle co Lake the fi1·st
steps towards forgiving her mother the, betrayal she felt at the
hands of Jerome.

RESEARCH
SYNOPSIS
Breath, Boorn is playwright Kia Corthron's look :-it the grittv
world of girl gangs in the Bronx. It is based largely on her
experiences teaching at Rikers Island Correctional Facility.
The pL1y follows the life of head gangstc:r Prix from age fifteen
to thiri y. The play opens witl1 Prix, /\ngcl and Malika jumping
a fellow gang member, Comet, ancl hospitalizing her, a scene
Corth ron wrote because she felt that if she began the play with
this much violence, she would be able w show less <luting the
rest of the drama. Throughout the course of the play, Lhe audience gets glimpses into why Prix is the "ice cold" killer sl1e is:
r6
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Knowledge of girl gang, in the Tironx was prelly limhcd for
this whit!':' choreographl':'r, who had been raised in ,ubmban
Florida. Research had to be done. Fortunately there were two
extremely valuable somces, Kia Corthron, the playwright and
David Leong, the fight director for the New York premiere at
Pbywrighr's Hori1ons.
Corthron was in residence for the last rwo weeks of rhe
production and available over Christmas vacation giving the
artistic team an opportunity to explore this urban drama with
heL Corthron rdatcd her experiences teaching a playwriting
course on Rikers Island and the amazing insights into the

The Chicago
Present;

THF OPENING SCENE

l don't trust no girls. No bitch.
.-8 Ball Chicks
For the opening monologue, the director specified a pool of
light lhaL Comet walks into with the rc~t of the stage in darkness.
The playwright created a scene in hicli nothing is explained; for
no reason apparent to the audience, three teenage girls heat
another woman almost to death. On the other hand, it was a
hlank Gmvas on which to work.
Sevi.:ral things needed to bi.: accompli:;hed in this :;cene. The
sheer brutality and senseless violence that these characters inhabit every day had to be immediately determined for the audience.
Corthron had mentioned several times during the research dis•
cussions, the misogyny present amongst these "girl gang
bcrngcrs. '' In fact, while lecmring at hoscburg, Corthron mi.:ntioncd more than once that had she included even a fraction of
the real violence carried out hy the women she had met in Rikers,
the play would be unwatchable by the audience. A sense of foreshadowing had to be created without giving away what was going
tu happen to Comee and the scene had to Ge chorcoguphed long
enough for the audience to believe Comet colll.d be l1ospitali1.ed
but short enough to maintain the illusion of reality. The timing
of the ending of the opening scene had to coincide with the
numerous technical aspect~, namely a series of fireworks explosion~ which distract the girls from beating Comee.
The misogvny and brutality of these characters iow:irds
e::tch other had to be demonstrated. The scene neecled a stage
scuffle on the ground with the girls kicking Comet in the
crotch. The girls drag Comet upstage, kiddng and screamiug.
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Comet needed to be on the ground a loug time while they
worked over her body and face which was an idea borrowed
from Leong's New York production. After Corthron revealed
how it was done at Playwright's Horizons, the sound and lighting designers were asked to create the effect of a subway passing overhead that would cover a lot of the noise and distract
the audience enough to sustain the length of the beating on
the ground.
The fight was to end with a curbie. A curbie is when one
places the victim's face, mouth open, on the c1.1rb and stomps
on the back of the head. On the off chance they survive, one
will have destroyed the teeth and facial structure of the victim. This was staged to happen right before Prix's line "Don't
kill her" so the curbie never actually happened, however the
fact that the girls were going to do it is terrifying enough.
The audience needed to feel as if they were bodily struck by
what they were watching and come out of the first scene
thinking "What play is this? What am I watching? What
world am l in?"
In coaching the fighters, several images were used. Angd
and Malika, the two girl., who actnallv did the beating, were
to circle slowly during Comet's opening monologue. They
were told to think like sharks, to remain just out of reach of
the light, somewhere in the 1mirky darkness. 'fhis helped to
create a sense of tension, even if the audience was unaware of
why. They arrived at their final spots just before Comet's real•
i7,ation that they were ahout to jump her. Fortunately the
actress playing Malika was belted in two martial arts and
could Lhrow punches that did not hide her training. The
actress playing Angel was more of a grappler in fighting style.

Malik1 tackled Comet at one point, a tJ d I hen Comet scooted
across the floor. For safety, it was staged so that Malika and
Comet shared weight throughout the tackle, and Malika took
almost all the impact in her legs, straddling Comet in a wide
stance so that she could help her get to the floor. The illusion
of Malika trying to punch Comet while Cotner crawled across
the floor was created by a contact grapple improvisation,
where Malika made fists, and Comet pushed them away.
Once they felt safe, they slowly worked up the tempo and
adLled the acting. The drag upstage was simple, the only concern was that the stage floor migh: be too rough and scrape
the skin of the actress playing Comet. Costumes helped solYe
that prnblem by giving Comet a vinyl coat. When the girls
flipped her on her back, she set her leg so that Angel could
execute a contact kick to the inner thigh, which both actresses brilliantly sold. It looked scary and the choice of choreography paid off every night when someone would invariably
gasp when the pop of Angel's shoestrings hit Comet's leg: an
aural illusion as well as a visual one.
Originally a trickle of blood w,1s needed on the corner of
Comet's mouth, but after experimenting with capsules and a
supply of Halloween blood marked: "Please don't ever use th is
near your mouth" and the stains it would cause, the blood was
cut from the final prnduction. The scene was too dark, and her
costume change too quick to justify the difficulty for such a
little visual effect.
Everyone was pleased with the end result. And although the
actresses, who were all somewhat inexperienced, brilliantly executed the fights safely every night, rehearsed faithfully, and never
missed a fight call.
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JEROME & PRIX

These girls don't give a fuck about life
itself 'cause the simple fact is, they've been
hurt too much.
•-8 Ball Chicks
In Brettth, Boom, the lead character
Prix and her mother are terrorized by the
mother's boyfriend, Jerome, and have
been for yeaxs. A drunken Jerome breaks
in Prix's bedroom cloor, looks arounLl,
and ~abciouslr ,nggests to Prix:
"\Vonder what we do 'till your mama
gets back?" (Breath, Boom 15). The script
suggests nothing more than some sort of
scuffle, which Pi-ix wins, and then says:
"I ain't five no more." All in all, the choreography was absolutely simple, yet the
moment was one of the defining
moments ot the play, and demanded
considerable attcntitin,
I'hysically, all the actress playing 'Prix had to do was
reach between Jerome's legs, grab his inner thigh so that rhe
audience would make the visual connection, pull a razor
blade out of her mouth, walk him over to the bed, push him
down onto it, and say her line. The audience needed to see a
physical manifestation of the reversal that the playwright had
written, so Prix walked Jerome over to the bed and crawled
on top of him: victim on top, woman on top, abuser abused.
All the power in the relationship ,hifcs in acLUal physical
space as well as emotionally,
Getting these two actors to do what was needed consistently proved to be one of the greatest challenges in the show.
The moment was difficult to capture. Jerome has to act like
there is a real razor at his throat, instead of a piece of plastic.
He has to walk backwards ten feet to a bed he could not see
and trust that his acting partner would help him get safely
onto the bed. Prix has to sum up eleven years of hatred and
accurately portray a woman who was raped for the first time at
five years old getting back at her aggressor. She had to sne,t!c a
ra?:or imo her mouth somewhere during the scene, so she
could pull it out at the right moment. (No one eyer caught
when she actually put it into her mouth , she was so good at
it, And she never told anvone either.)

THE TOTLET SCENE
The fact that gangs are increasingb violent is
a barometer ofthe state ofchildhood itself
-8 Ball Chicks
The first question asked of Leong was
not how he staged the Rght in the toilet,
but how he handled the razors. The second
question was about the toilet fight. How
had he dealt with what the playwright had
written: how dill Prix get her head
smashed repe:;tedlv with a toilet seat and
not get hurt? Leong's replay was simply,
"They don't have toilet scats in prison."
Leong then went on to describe how he
staged the majority of the fight inside the
stall so that the audience did not see it.
(For the record, they do not have
doors on the stalls in prison either, but
you have to draw tl1e line of artistic
license somewhere,)
The set designer had tl1e unit re3<ly three weeks before the
opening in order for tbe actors to have the longest rehearsal time
possible on the set. Two matching industrial toilets were located
and loaned from FSU's Physical Plant, but locating the walls proved
to be a major hassle. So, with four actors, two ASM's and an assistant director in tow, the company adjourned to the ladies room in
tl1e lobby. Only Lwo definite ideas were in mind before getting into
the rehearsal. The scene happens later in the play, and the girl who
beats up Prix is d1e daughter of Comet, who was beaten up pretty
bad in the first scene so there needed to be a sense of completion,
of Prix's life coming full circle. Tt was also decided that the playwright must have written the scene to take place in a toilet on purpose, Prix not only gets brought down, but also has to be degraded
when it happens. For this reason, the girls needed to give Prix a
swir&. So, in addition to the subway and fireworks cues specified for
the sound designe1; now toilet flushes were needed on cue as well.
The other concept was borrowed from Alfred Hitchcock.
In Psycho, the knife never actually goes into Janet Leigh. Never
once is a close-up effected, or anything whatsoever that shows a
twelve-inch knife being plunged into a human torso. Yet, ask almost
anyone, and they will swear it happens. One sees the knife go up,
hears the knife cut, secs Janet Leigh's reaction, sees the blood pool
down the drain, sees everything but the knife actually penetrating
the body. Hitchcock believell that nothing he could show on film
could equal what the audience could create in their own minds.
Almost all the fight takes place inside the stall, where the audience cannot see it. Two girls are waiting in line. The audience sees
Prix enter the stall and sit down. Jupiter, the lead gang girl, enters,
looks around to rnal<e sure no one is watching and signals to the
two girls already there. They sneak to the edge of the door and wait.
When tl1e toilet flushes, the stage right attacker kicks open the door,
the stage left attacker catches it, slides in and pw1ches Prix in the
face.' fhe p1inch, since the view of it was masked by the stall, was a
simple, high straight to the face, which landed eight to ten inches
away from Prix's nose, Prix was responsihle for malung the lrnap.
Once the door was closed, Prix was in control, and it became all
about acting and sound. The audience would see about eighteen inches of dear space between the floor and the bottom of the wall. They
could see feet moving, hear slamming, and their minds would put it
together. Prix hit the door first. Then she was turned around, and
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sure that he will not harm his fight
km:<::d in tl1c stomach twice. Then
partnet; he is ahle to commit his
the audience saw her get forced to
full energy to the scene, ,md this
her feet, and heard the flushes. She
makes for a better performance.
gets picked up again and slammed
Prix for her p,ut, has a really
back and forth buwec.11 t1c two
difficult time playing the Yictim.
wall, before Jupiter opens thi.; door
'l'be character had up until rhis
and tells her c1·ew. "That's
point in the play, never lost conenough." She grabbed Prix,
trol. Now she had to, after workslammed her head against the stalls
ing for weeks to be a st:one cold
and made her recite a speed1 that
killer, "the ice" as Come't called it.
the girls mike run 0£
The
key to playing the scene for
'l'he beauty of the entire
her was when she was told to play
fight lay in its simplicity. Once
the pain. Once the actress took
the door was closed, every action
chat a<ljusunem, tl1e scene just
was motivated by Lhe victim. All
~,..
got better and hettcr.
the otlicr two girls had to worry
fl~_, .JNfi; ik}:f: ;t:::;
,
:·!!..
i,::}
i-:t1,
When the company moved
about -.,,vas making their footwork Gloati119 Jupiter (C/01y Jackso11, righl), beuis Prix Oessica Dukes) while Pepper and a
look real. Other than teaching Girl (Jenni(er Hardcastle, Nal<eesha Collins, left) enjoy In Frostburg State's Breath, into the theatre space, things
changed around a bit. The entire
the actress a sate way to slap the Boom. lighls by Darrell Scoit Rmhton, photo /Jy Gregory Davidson.
walls and get a good noise without injuring her hands, very little set unit moveJ when they executed the choreography. The direcwr
wanted Jupiter to throw lier 011 the flc,or instead uf against the wall
safety was involved. The alldience would fill in what it did not sec.
because Jupite,;s face was lost which at that moment was much more
More demanding was the scene work beMeen Prix and Jupiter.
The actress playing }tipiter had a difEcult time acting as mean as she important than Prix's. I Iowever, since the theatre was a black box,
the stage tloor was lower than the first row of seats and anything
needed to be for the scene. When it was explained to her that Prix was
actually doing all t.he hard stu1l~ making believe that she was being which happened on the floor had ,l tendency w get lost. The encire
thrown against a. w:11! andJupi1cr rc:illy Oitl)' had to grab her shirt and set unit was shifted to be up,1tagc six feet and Prix got dropped on
the grow1d right in front of it and the rehearsal was finished.
act like she wa~ doing the slamming, it got easier for her. It was comMoving to the floor proved the best thing that could have hap1nunicatecl to me actors that if they worked the technique over and
over again, then they know that their partner is safe. Once an actor is pened. Once the actions was on the 1Joor, the scene jumped up a
1
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notch in (_lmger. Jupiter coukl now st:ind over a broken and bleeding
Prix, terrorizing her. The audience had a physical picture of who was
holding the power. Prix could t1y and get up, and be kicked while she
was on the floor. Wh,tt ic really made exciting was the lai;t moment
of the scene. Jupiter coulel now come up behind Prix with the razor
blade, grab her shirt yank bcr thro8t to d1e side and put the razor
right on her neck. The cl:oreography was ama1,ingly simple; shirr
grab, lay razor, Prix acts, Jupiter acts. It freed them from any conc.e.rns
of saJ:;.;ty and opened the seem: to a mucl1 better interpretation. The
director was happy, the actor, were happy, the· playwright wa, happy,
the fight director was happy; everybody wins.
Corthron had a number of noLes on the scene, which were discussed at length. Jupiter, .she fiolt, had to be the angriest in the scene
whenever her mother wao mentioned. The audience needed to see
her decide- not to kill Prix at the encl of the scene. Prix had to realize
that Jupiter gets upset at the mention of her mother and gambles her
life on tl1is. Prix was also auempting to reach the shred of humaniLy
le& in Jupiter and plead fur her life, which she agreed with.
Your thi;d birthday, she :,),ow me the shoppin '.bag. Pooh Bear!
- Bi·cath, Boom
In adclition, Jupiter's character rcali1.es the status she will gain by
toppling Prix, and leaving her alive to continually face the humiliation this causes. "O. G." Jupiter laughs hollowly at the end of
the ~cenc ''Original gang~ca!'' The original vision called for
J11pitcr to take that moment to wipe Prix's blood off with toilet
paper and toss it on Prix, completing the image of Prix as trash,
utterly humiliated and degraded. It was ultimately decided that
was unnecessary to the scene, and it was cut during tech week.
.Stage blood was used, lgnoring advice to che conu·at)', it was
bclie,·ed that judicious use of blood would complete the connection
in the audience's minds. \Vhen the door was
flung open and the audience saw Prix with
her face being pushed into a wall, blood
running down her nose, and on her hands,
all m·cr the front of her shirt, it W<h\ an
extremelv effective moment. The audience
was tal,en by surprise, and shocked by the
quick flash ofred. Water was med which the
actress spilled down the front of her shin
and Pepper flung into thC' air at the moment
they are ostensibly pt11ling Prix's head out of
the toilet. The first tirne this was tried, Prix
tried to eat the blood pack instead of breaking it onw her nose, an<l wound up looking
like ,1 vampire. Pepper flung :ibout three
dmps of water into the air and everyone
laughed. Prix's dean up was a nightmare.
Without three people to help, she could not
make rhe quick diange and the blood almost
had to be cut. One show, Pepper did not
wait for Prix to clear and clocked her with the
tuppetwarc bowl full of water. The entire
stage unit had to be cleaneJ with Windex
every night. The Loikt bowl had to be shopvacullmcd. dean of water. Still, the defining
moment~ of the scene were the initial punch,
the flash ofblood and Jupiter holding a razor
to Prix's throat, Prix covered in water, blood
on her Ctce. The blood vYorkcd ,incl the
moment was worth it.

THE RAZORS
First time I saw a gM put a razor· in her rnouth, she was flipping it around with her tongue, not getting cut. 1
thought... Oooh, that's for me!
~8 Ball Chicks
It .is called a b11ck fifty when one slashes someone across the
face with a razor blade formel'ly hidden in the mouth. It pl'Obably got its name from. the number of stitches it takes to sew the
victim back up. Club owners in New York and DC not only pat
down their clients, they look in their mouths before admitring
them. Jn Breath, Boom the characters spin the razors in their
mouths, flipping them back and forth on their tongues, and
twice in the script, characters attack with them. A method had to
be figured out LO make this property realistic and safe.
For rehearsals, razors were cut out of plmtic trays from
frozen dinners. They were the right size, and the actressE'S could
practice with them. Everybody got two or three of their own to
play with and they began to work them into the scenes, The final
producL was made by the property crew out of a rdativdy new
material called Wonderr-lex™. It look, like fabric and nuintains
its malleability until it is set. Once it is set, it becomes rigid and
can be painted to look like whatever is 11ceded. The property
crew made them slightly larger than a real razor so they would
rea<l beLter un stage. After a lengthy search, the property crew
discovered that d1cre was no paint: in existence that was not in
some way mildly toxic, so they chose the least they could find
and painted them silver. Ultimately, they were the best that could
be concocted, were safe onstage, at1d nobody had one in her
mouth longer than a few seconds. The girls got so gooJ al
rwirling and hiding them it was scary.

''

SEXUAL ASSAULT &
SCENE CHANGE.s
l'hese girls .,re lileaule U'hen you ttd:e ihem
,11oa)' ft/)m theii· neighborhoods,, their drugs.
But put them in a pack and they're evil
-8 Ball Chicks
Breath, Boom is written almost like a
movie s..:ript; it is episodic in structure and
locales and time shifts in huge chunks
between the scenes. The entire production
staff agreed that no one wanted the flow of
the play destroyed by having tedrnician;;
come out in bhcks and chm1gc che sccnerr.
Rather, the director wanted each change to
flow organically from the scene prior or into
the following scene. Actors would move their
own properties, set up the stage aud even perform small little vignett<.:s to cover the se:enc
changes. In the counseling scene in Act T, th,-,
director wanted the girL~, Shondra and
fuego, to assault Cat, but it had to be sexual
in nature. In the prior scene Cat has Leen
accused of spying on tl1c twD, who Yiolcntlr
cxphin the difference to her between 1i'ants
and needs. Shondra: "I need a man's touch
but none around; I take what I can get.'' In
the .,cene inune<liatcly following, Cat hang,
hersclfin her and Prix!s cell. This change was,
in part, to foreshadow the next scene.
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Again, simplicity of choreography and economy of movement proved the best choice. Shondra crossed downstage and
smacked Cat on the behind. Fuego gyrated and danced, altering
between grabbing Cat's hips and trying to pin her between
Shondra and herself: The girls had a really hard time with it
because die scene was so emotionally charged. They did not want
to be perceived as lesbians. They did not w;int to scare or hurt the
actress playing Cal, and it was difficult for them to be sexual
attackers. While evidence of females raping females was not
found in the research, the possibility was justified by the playwright's views. Society's mistaken view that women do not do
that: Yet they do. As psychologists say, "Rape is about power."
The actors were coached and reminded that they never had to
do anything which made them uncomfortable, and that no one
would believe anything other than it was these characters doing this
to Cat and not them. The actors worked privately for awhile hefore
;myone was ;illowed to see the results. A safe envir011ment was created to see how far the actors could stretch. In the end, they pushed
the envelope pretty far. While not actually grinding genitals or
breasts, lhey crcate<l the possibility. It made the audience uncomfortable ,md reiterated again the point of view that the audience
must be confronted with the fact that girls do do that. It was ugly
violcqc;of<J. sexual nature happening between women.
Another scene change was having one of the Correctional
Officers' frisk Denise. Th:mkfully, Brian Shanley, Chief of the
Frostburg State University Police, consented to show how to do it
properly. A number of things were learned from Shanley including
a realistic glimpse into the training and thought process of a law
enforcement officer. He showed how to search a suspect or prison-

er. Women are searched differently then men. Tn addition to the
standard leg and body frisking, an officer checks the woman's hair
and her bra straps. Small pistols and knives arc easily concealable i11
these spots. Men, as a general rule, do not frisk women. If a female
officer is not present, they try and use the back of their hands to
preserve some decency for the woman or w avoid a sexual harassment lawsuit. Shanley was very willing to discuss not only how a
technique is to be executed, but why.
CONCLUSION

Gangs mirror socie'ty, what society teaches them. Society doesn't want to look inside itr dark soul. Children have always
come forward with the truth, whether it's ugly or beautiful
And weve become an ugly society. Our /?ids are mirroring that,
and no one wants to take the blame.
--8 Ball Chicks
What reallv makes Corthorn's style of writing, in particular her
juxtaposition of heartrending violence with hilarious comedy is
what mal(es this play. Dark comedy, to be sure but comedy
nonetheless. When Cat is abused for being arrested for prostituLion,
Shondra and J:-lucgo are laughing so hard they can barely accuse her
of trading it for a Big Mac. After all but rapitig her in the change of
scene, they exit singing"two all beef patties ... " In Act 2 when Prix is
beaten almost to death, Pepper and the Girl hang on the bathroom
stalls like a jungle gym, laughing uproariously at "my si6ters, my sisc
ters." When Prix stumbles in her recitation, they accuse her of not
saying "the best part." Their comic tal,e 011 beating Prix so badly,
she is bloody, should be very disturbing to the audience.
ln the opening scene, the only thing diat stops Angel and
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Malika from killing Comet is the fireworks display. Eerily, Angel,
Prix and Malika revert to being five-year-olds, basking in the reflection of the explosion, asking if it is "memorial day," All of these
moments drive home the point that they a.re children; that this violence is lil~e playing to them, ln Menace JI Society, one of the most
disturbing moments was when a child dfour or five picks up a huge
handgun and plays with it like a toy. \Vhat is even more disturhing
is th;it nune ufthe adults stop him ur take the gun away.
It is disturbing that kids are capable of killing. Corthron's intent
that when the audience is made to latigh at horrific violence, the
point that it is foiling somehow as a society is dtiven home that
rn uch more intensely. The audience needs to at least be aware that a
problem exists out there, and pretending that there is not will not
change tbe fact . .Society needs to make abject poverty stop bree<ling
gang Yiolence, drug abuse, spousal abuse, child abuse, child molestation. An audience should hate the fact that kids are not only capable
of but are shooting ea.ch other over the best crack-dealing turC
In some of het· tallcs, Corthron expressed disappointment in
the actors she worked with on Ril{ers. Many of them were patronizing to the girls, and took the attitude of: "I would never make the
choices you made; I would never be in your shoes." Corthron felt
that sitice she had come from a middle class family in a quiet town
and parents who loved her that she was better equipped to make
choices and had better choices w begin with. An actor, of all people, w·mild be the most understanding, since actors should all know
that any human being is capable of any action given the right set of
circumstances. The chamctern in this play inhabit the world of die
projects in the Bronx, or San Antonio, or South Central Los
Angeles: They are real kids. Prix may not be the most sympathetic
protagonist, but how many choices did she really have in life?
On a final note, two things accurred that illustrate society. A
scenic artist from Houston was in residence while Breath, Boom was
being prepared, \¼en he saw a copy of 8 Bali Chicles, he asked
about it. He said he thought Gini Sikes was just being a sensationalist that he worked in a tattoo parlm~ and the "little gang-banger
kids" would .come and get their gang tattoos, and in his opinion
they were playing: just wearing the clothing and talking the talk.
That is like saying one can be part rime in the Mafia. The Gang
credo blood in, blood out does not leave a whole lot of room for
negotiation. Maybe the kids in question were playing, but whoever
was about to jump them was not. lf he knew they were gang tattoos, why <lid he ink thcm?\,v'hile Breath, Boom was running, a prodLiction of 'Jhe ¼gina J\1onologues was don~ on campus. ''V Day"
was a huge success: Sponsors were on campus, plus the Clothesline
Project, information ahout Afghanistan, support groups, a Talte
Back the Night March and talks on def'ense against dare rape Jnd
violence by men. The week long event included not one mention
of violence between women. Maybe society will never admit it. The
fights for Brec1th, Boom were directed so as to leave the audience
unable to admit or pretend that it does not happen.
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\Vhen summer is almost over •
it's time for one last Sling!

•

Their partner, no,Y their opponent,
is the person that stands for everything
they arc against. The combatants also
know that the universe hangs in the
balance.
Any further discussions are avoided.
Often students will want to discuss the
playing of bad since bad characters often
justify their actions as good, and so on.
This discussion can wait until after the
exploration.
Once the set-up is clear -good versus evil, and the universe hangs in the
balance- the actors can have at it! Once
they have gom: through it, che fight
should be tried again - hut switch! lf
their last choice was good, they are now
bad. That me.am the opponent switches,
too. The actor muse remember, the universe is still at: SI ake.
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Fanny Cavendish (Dame Judy Dench) watches os Tony (Toby Stephens) fights McDermott (Richard Ryan)
in Sir Peter Half's West End production ofThe Royal Family, Fights by Richard Ryan, photo by Robert Petkoff
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or workshop registrar Robert Tuftee: (718) 788-4957, rtuftee@ix.netcom.com
·or visit our website at: www.Fights4.com
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everal years ago The Fight }Jaster ran an article on "Acting the Violence" which
included several exercises. These were the exercises used regularly in this author's
teaching. Due to the positive feedback from the article, here al'e some more exercises. All of them help to detail the acting by heightening and specif)ring an awareness
of the partner. Through these exercises, actors can discover a more detailed, personal
relationship to violent choreography,
These exercises, with the exception of the first, are used mostly in sword workalthough they could all probably be adapted to suit whatever style necessary. Unlike the
previous exercises, which required a slow-motion, quarter- speed approach, these are to
be explored at rehearsal or even performance speed. This is generally because sword
fighting is faster than an unarmed fight, full of conditioned reflexes. Actors need a different strategy to relate to its quick ups and downs.
For the following exercises, it is recommended that the actor work with a short
piece of choreography that is well rehearsed technically; and which he is able to perform
safely and confidently at speed.
GOOD GUY/BAD GUY
This exercise is as simple as the name suggests. Most instructors and combatants
do this one, to some extent, instinctively. However, formalizing this imagination
game helps the actor in detailing and understanding violent acting.For this exercise a short piece of unarmed choreography that has a clear, definitive victor at the
end is needed.

SET-UP
The set-up is simple. The combatants are told to choose whether their character is the
goodguy or the bad guy. No conference between partnel's is necessary-they may both be
good. No outward display of their choice should be manifested such as illustrating good
by puffing up the chest or bad by hunching and twisting a fake mustache. They need
only know that by choosing either good or bad; they have assigned their partner to the
opposite role.
The Fight Master
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THE RESULTS
The inevitable result is two very different experiences of the same piece of choreography. 1\fter the exercise, the Sllldcnts are asked how it felt. They will
probably respond with a great sense of
elation and purpose. The reason is worth
discussing. What chis exercise underlines, in its very simple, almost cartoonlike way, are the basic premises of any
fight. First it establishes a relationship
and intention for the actor. It also creates
a stronger sense of winning and losing.
RELATIONSHIP AND INTENTION
The relationship is one of antagonists,
good versus evil. The intention for each
is to destroy the other's influence on the
world. Yes, it is huge, a caricature, but if
the student can own up to this childlike
exercise, it will bring the student actor's
imagination to the level necessary for
most onstage fights.
Even though most fights are not literally about the future of the universe,
they are usually about something just as
important, personally. Whenever a conflict grows to the point of violence, then
one may as well say that each character's
personal universe is at stake. Even if the
argument is trivial - arguing over the
last piece of pizza, say- if it comes to
blows, then the personal investment
must be huge. Any kind of fighting
could mean putting one's life on the
line. The climactic placement of onstage
violence demands this level of risk taking. In this light, fighting for the universe
hardly seems exaggerated.
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Ii does 11ot matter if both fighters chose the role or good
gu11. That means that thev each characterized their opponent as
the bad guy. It is worth mentioning that this is usually the case
in all rnnflicts. 1t is clear from the above statement that even
bad gLJys perceive thcm,dvcs as good. So how docs one truthfully play the had guy'
Sometimes, like a villain, one chooses to do something he
knows is wrong, and does it anyway, in full awareness that he is
being bad. Sometimes one even relishes in this kn.owle<lge. One
jusLiflcs his actions in the light of an unfair world. Someone
being had can charactcri7c their opponent as a good)! two shoes or
as being holier· than thou, The right choice
ultimately is the one that helps the actor conne::ct more strongly to the violen-:e, Whatever
the choice, a clear u11de1stancling of relationship and intention are necessary for making
the fight feel real.
WINNING AND LOSING

or

This exercise brings out ;, strong seme winning and losing, Since the choreography is
repeated thc same person loses twice, but their
experience each time is different. Winning as
the good guy usually foels appropriately uiumphant. Winni11g a:, the bad guy ha, an even
greater sense of euphoria. Losing :is the bad gny
may feel like one· in a long line of losses, and
carry with it a hitter vendetta. Losing as the
good guy foels -:atastrophic, and b oftrn formed
in cl feeling of denial. All of the,c fcdings are
absolutely appropriate. re11istic and mable.
Often so much attention is paid to the
technical side of giving and receiving blows that
acmrs simply forget their super objective, to
win (or sometime, to survive), Sometimes on
stage one pursues winning so hard, he forgets
about the potential of losing. But a keen sense
of winning and losing is absolutely present in a
teal life: situation of violenc:e, It feds bad to lose. It feels good to win.
All actions tal<en are rnotirntcd b1 this emotional drive to succeccl,
and the fear of los-ing. This crea~es risk and consequence to each
action taken. As in all scene work, each character must strive to win
throughout. Not every attempt may be successful, hut trying to win
is everything.
lf the choreography has :my reversals (;md this autl1.0r highly encourages a few dear ones for the sake of this exercise), then
these too will be folr more profoundly. It is fine to choreograph
a fight wii:b a lot of back and forth, but if the actors are not experiencing the momem-by-moment shift in advantage an<l loss,
then the ::u1ditncc will just he watching the fig/it, or worse, choreography, Once the actors can connect to their struggle, it is a
scene worth watching!
JOURNEYS
Jonrncys :we used to increase the actor's ability to interpret and
experience weapons work, particularly rapier, in actable ways.
Unlike an unarmed fight, the moment-by~moment shift of advantage in a swordfight i, more subtk Few atta-:ks actually land until
neir the end, so sword fights tend to he a serks of chwarted aLtacks.
Acting these subtleties can prove a cbllenge.
2.6

For these exet·ci~cs a short phra~c (four to six moves) is recommended since it will be repeated several times, Since the focus is on
acting, a short phrase allows the actors to commit fully without
saiety being wmpromise<l by exhaustion. These lessons should be
tmighL in Lhe conLcxt of a dud, but thi,; lesson1, can be applied to :my
swordfigl1t.
Again these exercises should be explored with a piece of choreography that is well learned and easily performed at t!uee"quartcr
speed. The choreography should be non-decisive; that is, it should
not end it with a wound. The end ,hould be with some kind of
slash and :i.void.
1. 'J HF GREATEST SWOJWHGHJER IN PRANG'F
The first in this set of exercises is simply an

,1ssertion, Fight t:hc phrase with the a,,urnption that the actor/combatant is The Greatest

Swordflghter in Frcmce.
This is hardly an original exercise, but
the benefit is that the actor will instantly
L,t!cc the work uut of his fighting. Ue will
Agbr lighter, with more control and a greater
ease. The only catch is that the actor must
believe it.
Ofi:en chis assumpdou can lead to aloof
fighting which is boring, It is also rather
sdffocnsed. lt should' be tried again. The
actor is still The Greatest Swurd(ighter in
1:'rance; however, he has been told that his
opponent is sneaky. The auor ~.hould not be
caught off guard.
Thi~ slight adjustment helps ro keep the
actor more attuned to the subtle give and
take of the phrase. His focus becomes more
attuned to his ?armer, and a~ a result, he
fights better wirh him. For this remon all rhe
snbsequent assnmptions are phrased in terms
of the other/partner.
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2. THLYJIE MUCH BErTER TfLlN l OU
Assumption number tvm, The/re ;nuch b1?tter th,m }'OU. After
given a moment to consider thi11 ch:mge in attitude, the combatant must fight the phrase again.
Inevitably one will see a change in style. The fighters become
heavy-handed, clutching cheir wc:apons out of a show of fear. The
movemeJJts may become choppy and hesitant:. This change in style
should not be aLlowed for long as these results are undesirable.
The actors should discuss what has happened to their style
and be invited to try it again, bm with this new awareness. A
swor<lfighter, entering into a duel may inJeed surmi;e that his
opponent is better, That i.s not a rea,on to fight in a manner that
would insure defeat.
When facing a superior opponent, it is time to fig.ht with
one's best technique possible. That means the actor should
breathe and hold the s,wrd lightly One should stay rdaxed and
attentive. Tbc siu.dcnts should he reminded that all rhe lessons
that they have taught about stage combat, their historical counterparts have learned from their swordmasters in the saL!e de arms.
They, like their opponents, would be struggling to reLall all Lhe
technique lessons they can Lo stirvive. So this conscioLJS rethinking of technique is about being in the mo.ment.
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A combatant in the situation whc'l'c he is rethinking technique
would work hal'd to hide any signs offear. Tt is as much about strategy as about style or pddc. Consider how in competitive sports one
often pulls up when playing againsL one's better. It is the same here,
The phrase should be fought again, wid1out this dip in technique,
The actors may need .i couple tdes to make the adjustment.
The result should be the same lightness and technique as in the
previous exercise, but novr the phrase ~hould have an detucnt uf SLlppressed danger. This is the kind of layering that makes for intense
acting and intense ltghting, Placing the focus of the assumption on
the partner increas<"s tl1c av:areness of the other in the scene. Since
the opponent is the source of danger, the partnering technique and
the acting skills can increase together. Now the actot can begin
engaging in the fight, instead of trying to do the fight correctly,
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;Th$ lJ~rrfo.:sru~TijE~:~ ~~~0~1411g~. wi.~ 9pn~u9t tf? t~,r;e.,wiek in,te~~iv~ tf~irilng $~S~iocs ,fifb

r:tupte,jo;yng, 1(1 fll,p wq9uptt9p 1pclµdipg,. . . . ·
'
• CLIMBING AND RAPELLING
•FIRE WORK
• MARTIAL ARTS
• MINI TRAMP/AIR RAM
• JERK HARNESS (RATCHET)
• HIGH FALLS
• SPECIAL EFFECTS
• STAIR FALLS

', fj!JJ1Rh~Sl~;'.OQ. th,~ !JJQ~t ij~~iO

;,,. ,; ,,,:

• PRECISION DRIVING
•WEAPONRY
• UNARMED COMBAT
•HORSE WORK

LIMITEOiENllf!lt.'L~f.Nf

TUITION.•.•.•.....•• $2500.00

•J6,Q Hov.rsiotJn~irLJpttqp (6 .&lai• wee.ksJ

•) nstrvption'Jrqrn J1 :.'stU:nt ~p,ici~liqtS : ··',·

DEPOSIT. ..•••.•.•.... $700.00

~Al(cari;ano e,quiptTieit lncl~d~d .
.4'Viqeqtt~pe&i critiqu.~.s . ,
•.AcJ1n9, ·~ctl9n JorJh.~ CijJl'.l~r~ , .
•seminars on DetworkipgJh~st~nt bysine~s
• .GIJ~~t stuqt l¥ge17cfJSeg1iµar. . . , . . .
~ .C~rtlticcjj.te.uppn oa.lJlpietion
.,; _
, •Aff9rdaqJe •. hOwsi11g,,(fV19tqr lpn;. $2p.Q0/nigJ1t).

Deposit Deadline ................. .April 1, 2003

Balance Due ............ June 8/August 24,2003,
Cashiers checks, money orders & creclit cards accepted
(Master Card and Visa, please)

REGISTRATION

NOTICE TO APPLICANTS

To register for the workshop, call or e-mail

With your deposit, submit a Full Body Picture and Resume
including height, weight, acting training,
and any special skills you may have.

UNITED STUNTMEN'S ASSOCIATION
2723 Saratoga Lane• Everett, WA 98203

(425) 290-9957
BUSHMAN4@prodigy.net
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The United Stuntmen's Association reserves the right to refund
any deposits and exclude any applicant who the
Association feels is not suitable for such a
STONTMENS
physically demanding profession.
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performance hy performance, which is one war of staying fresh
and in the moment on stage.
Both partners should be able to make this journey sirnultaneou.sly, so again it is good to discuss the restdts. A tinal slash will feel
like a desperate attempt to drive the oppouenL ayyay. The leap away
from that same slash will feel like a despcratt escape from death.
Comhining the last two exercises can help the choreographer or actor sketch the arc of a character's emotional journey
through a fight. By stringing them together, one can create the
ebb and flow of an inner munologui.:.
The name journeys suggests that movement occurs ,Yithin
each phrase. J.ike a beat of acting, something occurs within each
phrase rhat changes the situation, Because the journeys culminate at the end of the each phrase, each discovery resonaLes
strongest for the actors (,md i:he audience) in
the relative stillness between ph1·:lses, Th is, of
course is when the audience gets the best
chance to share in the human events of the
fight. A fine example is the final fight in Rob
Roy. People say, V?hat a great fight.' The
response is always, Y,:,s, hut 1/lhat a 1ue!l acted

Here is where the Journeys get their name.
Now one begins with this previous assumpdon an<l aJds on.
The acwr/cornbat:tnl begins the
ph.rnse witl1 tbe assurnption 7hey're much
better than you, but by the end of the
fight scene!
phrase, he makes the discovery that, You
Entering into any physical struggle, like a
can take them! The actor makes the joursporting competition, there will be an instincney from The/re much b<!lter thrn1 me to 1
tiYc assessment of the opposition, Usually this
ran take them.1 This excl'cisc should be
is very prominent in the conscious11ess. It no
done at speed.
doubt colors one's expectations of victory. So
Since the choreograpby is non-dcciit is not enough to win and feel it. An unexsive, the actors can anJ must determine for
pei:ted vicwry should feel quite different from
thernsdves what moment triggers this disa cSUre win. These exercises crcatL' the grnundcovcry. lt may be a progressive discovery,
work of expect:Jtion. They also place the
moment by moment, or it may be one
actor's focus where it belongs in any scene, 011
decisive moment. Either way is correct.
rhe partner, Victory, the threat of death, the
What the actors should work toward is
mum1.:ntary opening, or die snealt attack mu.,t
,11lowing tlicmselws to make a gmuine disall be anticipated in the actiom of the other
covery. A speed exploration teaches the
pel'son. 'faking focus off the self and placing it
actor that they can make specific acLing
where it belongs hdps bring the actor into the
choices even at fast speeds. The actor
world of the tight.
nec<les m think quickly.
Attempting to win, McDermott (/&hard, Ryan,
The benefits of cl1e~c excrci~es are mauy.
Since both 1):Utncrs arc making· the below) attacks Tony (Topy S/ephens) tn Sir Peter Both sets Good Gu11/Bad Gu,, and the 1011rnc11s
/1alls West End production of The Royal Family.
'
J
J
J'
.1 '
same jonrney (T can take them), it should he Fights by Richard Ryan photo by Robert Petkoff
are set up to enhance an actor's relationship to
discussed how both combatants could have reached the same conthe fight and to his opponent.. All of the exercises stress a realistic,
clusion. In effect each of the actors have won the phrase, lf the
play-hy-play awareness of the need to win. The need, to win is
phrase endtd with a slash, the sla:;her can relish how he ma<lc his
heightened by an enhanced fear of losing. By linking the source of
opponent jump a,1ay in fright. He can also toy with the' thought
danger (die opponent) with the need for technic1ue, a heightened
that thev could have gotten him, had he really wanted to,
awareness can be developed that strengthens the acting and the
The avoider can also claim victory in this moment. Ah ha!
technique simultaneously. Unfortunately; these two impottam c!eIi11. too quick/or yott! or l dont even have to parry to thwart your
ments often tight against each other. Fina!ly, since these exercises
,ttt,1,cks! The victory, 1.he11, can Le in the eye of the beholder.
arc done at a fast tempo, actor, can learn thaL their powers uf
Certainly, hoth opponents in a duel could silently cbim a simulobsenation and imagination are not limited hy speed.
taneous victorv. The point is that the combatant is now able to
lf the students really grasp the skills needed to act fights in this
draw this excitement from moments in the choreography, while
heightened way, it will serve them in all of their climactic acting. As
remaining attuned to his partner.
is known, there are too tew swmd shows, tewer still written for
women. The high-stake acting skills learned from this work, how4. UH-OH
ever, cm greatly offset the limited opportunities to use a sword on
The last journey is the opposite one, Reginning with the assumpstage. Certainly this is the best reason to include :u-med stage comtion 1 am The Greatest Swordfighter in France by the end of the
bat in any actor training program. It is also why one must continphrase the actor discovers that He is rmah better than I thought!
ue to teach beyond tedrni(1ue, and always stress acting the violence.
Again the discovery rnay occur as a series of mom.ents or one
clecisiw ont. The exact moments of discovery may change slightly
'flte Fight Mastel'--+-- Fall/Winter 2002
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by Stefan Sittig

eaching unarmed stage comhat is never an easy task Teaching unarmed stage
co~nbat in a f~reign langu~ge is even harder. At the invi:ation of G_rupo Ave'.itura,
a South Amencan profess10nal theatre company based 111 Montevideo, capmJ. of
Uruguay, this author traveled there to teach unarmed stage co111baL workshop, in
Spanish last year. The experience turned out to be challenging and rewarding.
"When first presented with the opportunity, the initial emotional reaction was the
thl'ill and excitement about visiting a country and experiencing the culture. On second
thought, even though questions arose as to why stage combat teachers did not exist in
Uruguay, the challenge of teaching stage combat in a foreign country had been offered
and was accepted. Concerns began to arise as to how one did this in Spanish.
Negotiating daily life in a foreign language is one thing. Teaching a specific skill with all
the jargon it encompasses, in a foreign language, even though it was a second language,
is quite another.
The main challenge was to translate all the combat information containecl in the
English language part of the brain, into safe, clear and concise Spanish for students who
spoke no English. How does one ensure that nothing was lost in translation? How does
one provide an experience as complete and safe for these Spanish-speaking students as
an instructor would for native English-speaking students?
About the size of South Dakota, Uruguay is nestled just south of Brazil and cast of
Argentina. Originally a Spanish colony, it has struggled for years to escape the shadow
of its two larger and physically imposing neighbors. With approximately three million
inhabitants concentrated in Montevideo, the country is small but large in its love and
appreciation for the arts. With a literacy rate of almost ninety-seven percent, Uruguay
is the most literate country in Latin America. It has a much higher educational standard
than manv areas of the United States.
The ~ihrant Montevideo Theatre community is always bustling and constantly
growing. With more than twenty professional theatre companies and over one hundred
productions a year, Montevideo offers a hea.lthy variety of choices for the hungry theatre-goer. It has a union for Independent Theatre Professionals called Federacion
Urt.(.gita:Ya de Teatros Independientes (FUTl ). Everything from Spanish translations of
Ibsen to Tony Kushner and original works are constantly in rehearsal or in production
with a frequency that rivals any mid-sized US city. A production of Williams' A Streetcar
Named Desire had just closed, and a much celebrated production of Copenhagen was
packing the house~ during the workshop.
Uruguay l1as an equivalent of the 'fony Awards, the Florrncio. Named after
Florencio Sanchez, one of the most important actors and playwrights of Uruguayan theatre, the awards are bestowed yearly and, just like the Tonys, a Florencio can mean a
much longer run and more money and box office receipts. However, unlike the US, little government funding of professional theatre cxists in Uruguay. Many ycaro ago, an
annual amount was doled out and divided by several struggling theatres, hut due to
recent economic constraints, it has been eliminated. Despite the lack of government
funds, Uruguayan theatre survives, moves on and manages to focus on performance,
artistry and creativity instead of big budgets and elaborate sets.
Yet, with all its richness, Montevideo theatre lacks familiarity with stage combat.
It is practically an unknown skill. Most theatre practitioners are awc1l'e that it exists, but
they rarely have the chance to learn it unless they travel to Europe or tl1e United States.
It has no SAFO or similar organization to regulate and sanction the teaching of stage
combat. Unlike the US, there are no educacion.J. theatre program, at the college and
uni\'crsity level where students can hone their skills. Students in Montevideo ·who want
to study theatre, must do so at a private academy, in the evening after school hours.
While strong in acting, voice training and theatre history, these academies are sorely
lacking in the area of movement for the actor. Besides that, most interested theatre students cannot afford private training at all. They usually have to work two or three jobs
to help out at home. Montevideo is a city of contradictions. The desire and love for
The Fight Master ---+-> Pall/Wimer 2002

theatre is ever-present, but the opportunities to study and financial resources to
receive or give training are scarce.
The school in which the workshop
was held was an old Spanish-style house,
restored for nse as a school. It had a series
of spacious classrooms. While the house
was indeed a marvel of 19d1 century
Spanish architecture, it certainly did not
seem to be the ideal phce for a stage combat class. A elmer examination of the surroundings revealed that the floor, made of
a soft, pliant wood with considerable give,
was actually not bad for falling, tumbling
and forward rolls. The nonair-conditioned
room, which initially seemed cramped and
claustrophobic, was actually quite open
and cool once the long shutters covering
the floor-to-cei;ing windows were opened
and fresh air from the outside came in.
While this is not the same as teaching in
an air-conditioned studio with sprung
floors and full length minors, it actually
served its purpose tiuite well and turned
out to be just fine for the number of students registered for the workshop.
The concept of lime is different in
Montevideo, too, The class was scheduled
to start al 9:30 in the evening which
seems like a rather strange time to start a
class. Back in the US one is used to teaching during the day or in the .seven to ten
evening rehearsal slot common for most
theatre
groups.
Apparemly
in
Montevideo, it is usual for activities to
start as late as ten in the evening on a
weeknight, since most students have to
work until then.
On the first day of class most of the
students did not arrive until a quarter past
10:00. Th<"y were a crew of eight-four
men and four women-of various shapes
and sizes. Most were dressed appropriately and seemed ready Lo work.
After leading a lnsic physical warmup, other more specific challenges started
to hover in the brain. How does one
communicate such technical terms as
knap or safe distance in Spanish. But that
was determined won enough. After pairing them up according to height and
body type they were taught a forward fall.
It was amazing how fast they mastered
this skill, with almost no verbal direction
from the instructor. They imitated the
position of the instructor's feet, body,
hands and head with very little coaching.
Their focus and commitment to learning
was intense. They were so eager to learn,
absorbing every detail like sponges. The

fact tha1 the instructor could not rely 0.11
his words to communicate a skill, actually helped the students to focus on the
visual demonstration. They quickly
seemed to be comfortable with the forward fall.
Next, they were taught the side
fall/faint and moved on to the stage slap
(no comact), and the hair/ear/nose pulls.
As the workshop progressed, it was hard
to beli<"ve how focw;ed these students
were. They delved into every technique
with such abandon, with such dedication. They asked questions without
shame, and they repeated techniques diligently until they became comfortable
with this new physical language. Even
students who were struggling with certain techniques kept trying until they
improved significantly.
Once the workshop was in foll
swing, all the initial fears and doubts
about teaching stage combat in a foreign
language proved to be unfounded. These
students were cager to learn. It was as simple as that. The language barrier was not
enough to keep them from experiencing
a new skill that they so desperately
yearned to master.

l

What this experience-teaching in
Spanish-showed was that one often relies
too much on vocal cues and verbal explanations to teach the details of each unarmed
stage combat skill. Because many of Lhe
words used in English to describe u11:m11ed
stage combat techniques, such as knap or
s.ife distance have no Spanish counterpart,
the instructor finds himself teaching more
by example and demonstration. Th1.: students then focused more on visual clues,
rather than verbal directions. Different students learn differently, but when one is
teaching a movement skill, such as stage
combat, cLu1ce or mime, the ultimate learning technique has to be a comhination of
visual and kinesthetic. Verbal coaching can
help a student, who is more of an aural
learner, but eventually, that student will
have to engage their other modes of learning to grasp the techniques fully.
The intensity and love that these
Uruguayan students brought to their
learning of stage combat was surpassed
only by the respect, love and admiration
they showed the instructor outside of the
classroom. All sorts of social events, discussions about every possible theatre subject, and n10vement advice occurred on a

daily basis. These students are not dedicated just while in the classroom, but they
live and breathe theatre day and night and
treated it with respect, love and a sort of
awe that teachers in the US rarely experience. Perhaps they have learned something essential about the student-teacher
relationship that has not been found in
tl1e US or which has been forgotten.
A crucial meaning surfaced from tl1is
experience. Students who are not given as
many opportunities to learn, and arc not
handed everything on a platter, but are
made to work for their knowledge, go to
their tasks much hungrier to learn.
The experience in Montevideo has
shown how a teacher can foster this kind
of hungry student. One hopes this
hunger can be passed on to students
being taught in the US. Maybe it has
sometl1ing to do with p:ission and connecting with what truly motivates one in
life. Uruguayans, with their rich Spanish
culture, exacting European precision and
Latin passion seem to have found the
right combination for learning. Teaching
stage combat in Montevideo was not a
job, it was a pleasure.
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Utah Shakespearean festival (USF) begins rehearsingfor
summer season in early May, and because the practic_
ti.oners ofUSF come from all over the country, production
meetings begin in January in Los Angeles and finalize in March at
Cedar City, Utah. It was at the March meeting that the fight director for the 2001 Season was introduced to the USP staff.
The twenty people at this meeting included the music director, dance choreographer, designers, and directors, all desperately
trying to find time to discuss matters important to them. After all
of the important matters had been discussed, the subject of properties came up. As the discussion eventually got around to the
weapons to be used, a thin, quiet figure at the other end of the
table spoke to the group. Where this soft-spoken voice was coming from, how he got there and who he was had not been noticed.
This was Robin McFarquhar, the fight director.
As the role that fighting would play in the shows was
explained, an enigmatic expression formed on McFarquhar's
face. Nine fights were required for the Revels Company. Five of
the fights were one-on-one, the others were complex movement
pieces involving as many as eleven participants. The weapons
would be rapier and dagger, single rapier, broadsword, unarmed,
staves, dubs, and a giant golf club.
McFarquhar took all of these assignments with stoic indifference. One could not tell ifhe was uninterested or was going to resign
immediately after the meeting. fortunately, neither was true. What
could not be read in his face or demeanor was quiet confidence.
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At USF the Revels Company is a group of two or three specialty performers, seven musicians, and ten actor-singer-dancers.
But now, it seems that with all of these fights, these actor-singerdancers would have to be transformed into actor-singer-dancercombatants, and it would have to be done quicldy.
With a company rehearsing forty-eight hours a week for two
months one would think plenty of time was available for all of
the directors and coaches to do what they had to do. Yet time is
a precious commodity. With four shows to be mounted it seems
as if everyone always needs more time. A rhetorical question:
Why are so many fights needed?.
The Revels Company shows are composed of almost equal
amounts of singing, dancing, and acting. Since the action takes
place in the sixteenth century, none of the hot kind of jazz associated with most musicals existed, The hot numbers were the fights.
The company was cast and the deck was not exactly stacked in
favor of stage combat, although the fights were to be the structurally
defining moments in the shows. The acting company of five men and
five women were actors with wonderful voices most of whom could
also dance. Stage combat was not in overabundance on the resumes.
McFarquhar started slowly, teaching the fundamentals as a
class. He used a method aimed at getting the shows mounted. He
used terminology and simple phrases that wei-e easily understood
by these mostly untrained fighters.
As the process of creating the choreography began, it seemed to
make sense that McFarquhar would start witl1 the duels. The Royal

Feastc which i~ one of the Revel Company
shows, is a dramatic action based aronnd a
five-course meal. For the 2001 sea.son, Sir
John falstaff and friends (patrons) had spent
the day hunting. As part of their entertainment at the evening meal a fight apprentice
would try for his factually. it turned out to
be a girl) master's ride. Spaced throughout
the show the apprentice battles with her
masters for equalily.
The first test was with rapier and
dagger. McFarquhar created a subtle (the
audience was dose and surrounded the
stage), beautiful (as movement) bit of
choreography. Communication between
the director and the fight choreographer
was always terse. The director would present the vaguest of outlines and could sec
the ideas forming in McFarquhar's mind.
He would repeat back what had been said
in his own words to be sure that the director understood. Then he would ::i.sk a few
questions such as how long the fight
should last, the nature ofit, and so forth.
The second test was with single rapier. The apprentice was pitted against a
Spaniard noted as the finest swordsman in
all of Spain. McFarguhar brought a
unique style to the fight with this character. And it had a delightful surprise ending
that made good use of the performer's acting ability which was far greater than his
fighting ability. McFa.rquhar made it all
believable and the performer looked good.
The test of staff was finely chiseled
movement. This is a good place to note
how seriously a fight director takes the
issue of safety. At a point late in the
rehearsal process, he had given instructions for the staves used in fighting to be

on hand for a certain rehearsal. The rubber pads on the encls of tl1e staves were
being replaced or repaired. The wrong
staves were brought to the tehearsal.
McFarquhar, who always insured safety
made several oUlbmsts and several of the
w1ff felt the wr;ith of one who v;.•il! not
tolerate any irregularities in procedttre or
discipline when it comes to safety.
hve fights had to make a discernible
progression in complexity and also
advance the story from the beginning
fight through to the climax. They had to
go from comedy to near tragedy and back.
The fights defined the structure of the
Royal Feaste. In musical terms, the feast:e
was a rondo and rhe fights the ritorneLli.
A lot of choreographv had to be
taught. McFarquhar's work was hardly
over. ln addition. to the nine fights for the
Revels Company, McFarquhar aho did the
fight work for six other shows including
Julius Caesar and The Pirates ofPenzance.
He had to create a comic melee
between two Scottish clans, and a comic
broadsword fight between four Scotsmen
that had everyone fighting e;:ich other until
the Loch Ness monster tries to eat them.
This is where the giant golf club comes in.
Two lasses drive away Nessie with the
over-sized dub and the audience loved it.
The Trish fight was also comic and
used clubs. The Welsh fight with rapier
and dagger, was something special. It
began with two men quarreling over a
woman. Soon, it grew to four men quarreling over the very same woman.
Sometimes they were paired off one-onone, then the partners changed. Finally,
they are all fighting each other. It was

Besting his riva/1 Orlando (fames Knight, behind)

wrestles. Charles (Shelby Davcnporl) m Touchslone
(Michael David Edwards) and a Lady (Elizabeth

OcRosa) observe in the Ulah Shakespearean [estivul's
2002 production of As You Like It. Fights by Robin
IV/cFarquhw; photo by Karl Hugh. ©2002 Ulah
Shakespearean Festival.)

another comic fight that delighted the
audience with its humor, innovative choreography, beauty of pure movement, and
the abilities of the performers, all of
whom were students ofMcFarqnhar.
Comedy is difficult. One gets the
laugh or does not. It is not like drama or
tragedy when the director and performers can claim anything because the audience is mostly silent. And comedy is not
silly. Anyone can be silly, that takes no
particular talent. Comedy is serious. It
takes talent. One must use someone else's
words, actions, and story. This is a challenge not meant for the frivolous. Most
people do not have the discipline or
drive needed to master the technical
intricacies of comedy.
McParquha.r seemed to have an
extraordinary seme of rhythm. He nnderstood immediately the comic implications
of each of the fights outlined for him.
Understanding and doing are two entirely
different things. McParquhar knew exactly
where the laughs should come and rehearsed
the performers' moves and reactions to
point up the laughs. And he guessed right
almost every time and did not allow the performers to go for cheap laughs, or mug, or
do any of the things actors attempt first
when trying to be fwmy. It was not silly; it
was comedy.
McFarquhar was definitely an experienced fight director. He showed the
expertise and confidence that a professional fight choreographer should possess.
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LA V.bRDADERA DE(J1'RhZA,
THE TRUE ART AND SKILL OF

SPANISH S\VORDSMANSHIP

by Raymond Delgato
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a community outreach program of The Society o/American Fight Directors

Contributions to Broad1vay Cares/Equity Fights AIDS are tax; deductible to the extent allowed by law.
A copy of the latest Financial Report and Registration for Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS may be obtained
by contacting us at 165 West 46th St. - #1300, New York, NY 10036, (212) 840-0770 or by contacting your
appropriate State agency. State registration does not imply endorsement.

and seycntcenth century
school
of
Spanish
swordsmanship.
Martinez was pleased
with De Longis' videos
and his previous f11m
work. Although
De
Longis had taken considerable theatrical license
with the Spanish style in
his choreography for the
Queen of Sword~ and

alpable Hit Productions and the: Martinez
Academy of Arms has released ,1 two volume video on Spanish Swordsmanship
entitled La Verdadera Destreza, The True Art and
Skill ofSpanish Swordsmanship. 'fhis is the first set
Highlander: The Series,
of inmuccional videos 011 the Spanish School of
Ma.rcinez praised his
Swordsmanship. Tbc Yideo dcmonsLrates Lhe
efforts to :ohow, for the
applied geometry on which the Spanish school was
first time on film, a sense
founded based on the original treatises of Don
of the spirit and characJeronimo Sanchez de Carranza and his protege
ter of the Spanish
Dun Luis Pacheco de Na.rvac.l. La Ve1dadera
swordsman.
De.,tre:za \Tcilurnes 1 & 2 providl,s the basic skills,
Martinez had never
techniques and drills to practice the fundamental
worked in front of a
elements of one of the most misunderstood and
camera and was condeadly systems of fencing.
cerned about how effecMaestro Ramon Martinez, an internationally
tive his teaching would
recognized authority on the Spanish school of
be in this unfamiliar
rapier fencing, sha.res the knowledge he has
environment. He was
gleaned from over twenty-five years of teaching
very ambitious about the
I hope that the public enjoys
and research. He presents the fundamental techamount of information
viewing and using these videos as
niques in a simple format that is comprehensible
he wanted to introduce
to the modern swordsman who is training without
and cover. Originally he
much as I enjoyed making them.
a master. The presentation is done with his wife
had wanted De Longis to
For my part, I am certainly glad to contribute some stage
and colleague Maestro Jeannette Martinez and the
producer Anthony De Longis.
combat
applications
make the fruits ofmy labor
Producer De Longis, a performer, fight direcinspired by the lessons. It
available to a wider audience.
tor and teacher for nearly thirty years, became
very quickly became
involved with the Spanish School of fencing when
ct--Ramon Martinez clear tl1at in the time
he approached the producers of Highlander: the
allotted, the video needSeries in 1996 with the idea to create something
ed to be entirely devoted
different for their show. De Longis was intrigued
to learning the basics of
and inspired in his readings on the Spanish style
Martinez's
process.
described by Domenico Angelo in his book The
Advanced concepts such
School ofFencing, coupled with eighteenth centuas accometimiento and
ry fencing master RJ.E Girard's descriptions and
theatrical analysis would
those of Egerton Castle in his Schools and Masters
have to wait until the
of Fence. In the "Duende" episode De Longls
next video.
combined the courage and cool definance of a
This two-volume
matador with the staccato rhythms, flashing footset takes the mystery
work and playful grace of a flamenco dancer. De
out of the Spanish
Longis always wanted to study the works of
Mysterious Circle, a
Carranza and Narvaez, the originators of the
much misunderstood
Spanish style, rather than only reading the comterm since nowhere in
mentary of others.
the Spanish documents is the term
The seeds for the video project were planted when De Longis attended a two-day
magic or mysterious ever used in
seminar in Ashland Oregon in May of 2001 that Martinez was teaching on the sixteenth
describing the circle. The diameter of
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the circle b established by the
distance from the tip oF the
swordman's index finger when
extended over his head, to the
Hoor. The cit'cle is not stationary but moving with the: two
swo1·dsmen who must maintain the distance to avoid
becoming vulnerable The circle is con ti.nually rnaintaini;;d
three dimensionally in the
swordsman's mind.
Volume I opens with a
fantastic overhead shot of two
fencers fencing on the Spanish
circk with all it, line, and
angles. The circle used in rhe
video was loaned by Moreno
J:lilms, the Spanish producers
of 1 he Queen of Swo,ds, which
had used Thibault's circle in
I he teaching scene of t·he opening episode. The circle is a
detailed reconstruction of the
circle found in The Academy of
1he Sword, the prnfuoely illustrated
seventeenth-century
treatise written by Plemish
fencing
master
Gerard
Thibault who, not being of the
mainstream
the art, practiced h.is own nnique version of
Spanish swor<lsman:;hip.
ln the written instruction
accompanying the vi<leo, directions arc provided to hdp ', iewcrs
to huild their own circle.
Though, asi<le from a late sixteenth-century engraving showing tht.: fencing ~chool at the
Uni1ersity of Leyden, there is little historical evidence that fencers
actually practiced on a circle on
the Hoor. Martinez explains.
We thought, again, that it
would be a uscfol visual
aid and training tool for
student.s practicing without a mastel". However, we
were careful to m..1.ke it
abundant! v dear that the
circle is only a visual reference designed to help students learn proper di8tance
and the judgment of
angles, and not meant to
be literally followed in a
connect-the-dots fashion
while fencing. When acwally fencing, one should

or

not use a fixed circle drawn
on the f1oor.
Volume I goes on to include
instruction and drills in weapon
and blade selection, grip, positio11 s
the h,md, S(c\11cc, foot,vork, hladc actions and opposition developing sensitivity and
how to build the circle. While
the latter is done visually
through animation and Lhe tape
include, John Michael Greer's
pamphlet explaining how to
construct the circle, all the lines
and angles of the circle are never
really c--:plainccl.
Volume Tl builds on the
foundations established in the
first tape and includes instruction
and drills in 1\fooemi,entos, cuts,
th.rusts, dcfemive blade actions,
dagger selection and gdp and
attack and defense with rapier
and dagger.
Martinez's attention to
eve 1-y cl eta il including sta nee,
hand and blade positiom (unas-

or

An interesting difficulty that 1 encountered
was the necessity ofhalting action
at the end ofa d1·ill, so that the phrasing
ofblade work ended on a specifically
designated mark before the camera.
Though this was necessary to ensure the
correct camera angles, in actualfencing,
which is a very different matter than
following a carefully ch01·eographed sequence,
it is nearry impossible to stop the action on
cue on a particular point on the floor.
I developed a whole new appreciation for
~fight directors, who are many times forced
to work on a confined set with
little or no preparation on the
part of the actors and sparse
rehearsal space and time.
st--R.amon Martinez

arribal abajol afuera/ aclentro),
footwork, both simple and complex (compases) and the concept
of movement (rnovieme11tos'i
cleady illustrate the combative
effectiveness of the Spanish system and why its principles were
utilized effectively for O\Cr three
hundred years. Engagements
(att1jo) and changes (cambio de
atajo), attacks by thrust (estocada) and cut (arrebatar, rnedio
Laju and ma11doble) as wdl as
clefcnsc (rlesvios) arf examined.
and explained.
One of the pedagogical
problems chat dever camera work
an<l visual aids could not ,ohe
was how to teach t11cto, or the
tactile sense that a skilled swordsman must acquire. Martinez
points out.
Obviously, we can not give a
student direct experience of
this through the medium of a
videotape. Therefore, instead,
we gave explicit drills and
instructions 011 the tape concerning how to acquire t,1cto,
beginning with the all-important atajo, or engagement of
the opposing blade. \Ve were
aided in this by the special

weapons that we had
manufactured for this
video tape, the cup hilts
of the rapiers were custom-made by Dennis
Grave,1 of No Quarter
Arms, while the hlades,
FISAS-modcl practice
rapier blades made by
Del Tin of Italy .lre, far
and away, the best practice rapier blade~ available on the market
today.
The
FISAS
bL\cles are manufactured to exacting specifications, with a trhmgular cross-section, a temper
that is neither too stiff nor overly flexible, and proper weight,
length, taper, and bahnec. l\fost
importantly, they have a true
ricasso, that portion of the blade
that passes through the perforation of the guard. When helll in
the wa,, we demonstrated on the
video, the true ricasso convevs to
the swordsman's fingers u~surpassed tactile sensitivity.

Lt Vrrd1dem Dcsti-cza is of
great intere~t to both the
combative and theatrical
sword community as a basic
introductory
video
on
Spanish rapier fencing. Even
if one has had the opportunity to attend one of Martinez's
workshops, the tapes are
valuable in enabling the
viewc·r to clearly ,ee and hear
what is heing demonstrated,
It provides a solid introduction to the vocabulary and
basic concepts of this unique
school of fencing.Nothing
like it exists outside of the
Martinez Academy in New York.
Palpable Hit Productions produced
the tapes which may by ordered by visiting http://www.rnartinez-deHrez,1.com or
h ttp:www. del on gis. com/ Palp::i ble l--J.it/
dcstreza. html
or write to
Palpable I-lit Productions
PO Box 3333
Hollywood CA 90078-3~33.
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Fo~;the first time anywhere, the techniques and sensibility ~f the Spanish School
o~wordsmanship are presented in video format!
•, !/:r»:1
~-,tsed upon th~ tex~_s ot'. Spanish master~ Cru:ranza and N~1·vaez, th:is)w~-volume guide to the
'ouect.
?ombat1w
flghlm
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Videos availabl~: !'or $3414>?,\ach or $64.95/set:,19:f'l~~e,$5 H"~t«ge fo~J~ifff
or tbe set. ,fAJ, form~t:~ymla,fil, upon re.q~•~~:y··
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"lVfrJDc Longis' appr<)l;lc to stage and film swm'c1 combat i~ dclivcre:(1 in a
. Ahat is both clear oaii:clprecise, making it the idcJJ for all levels of aspil'ing sw
-- Nick Evangel~:fo/Fencing Maestro andj\/Uthor

· J;/f,

a-.
..., . t ~ ,,ii,.~ 111r.,.. ..:t11
_,.Ii kil:. . . k~, 1f\.. .-,,.,.. ~. u .........li
~~-.:~~,S)t. 1,1111,£ ~,8Q_,t i!l!Q'JI ~~,i~ ".s~ ~ ~,-."' 1~1,w~
"... clearly and precisely presented both in explanation aud demonstration... I highly recom~
mend the purchase of this video as a valuable reference video and contribution io one's
fencing library.'' •- .Bob Anderson, Swonlmaster (Star Wars, Highlander, Lord of the Rings)

Videos availab!t.: for $3st.95 each. Include $5/v.idco postage. I'AL format available upon request.
Make checks or money orders paynblc to:

Palpable Hit Productions, P.O. Box 3333, Hollywood, CA 90078-3333
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JULIUS PALFFY-ALPAR

1908-2001
by Linda Carlyle McCollu1n
lius Palfiy-A.lpar who passed awav at the
ge of ninety-three on Valentine's Day in
00 l was the author of Sword and Masque,
which being published in 1967, made it
the most· comprehc:nsive and authoritative hook of its day on fencing, and
one of the earliest books to be published on theatrical fencing.
Alpar wa, most noted a.s a
Hungarian fencing eoKh with an
international reputation for training skilled fencers such as Adam
Paul Kovac, Olympic and Worl<l
Saber Champion, Tibor BerceUy
and Ladislans Rajcsanyi, members
of the 1936 Olympic Champion
Saber Team. He also tutored the likes of
such celebrities as Marcel Marc;;:au an<l
Robert Goulet.
In the foreword to the book. Marcel
Marceau said:
I thanfr Julius Alpar, whose pupil I still
remain, for bringing the love for fencing lO my
soul. Julius Alpar is not on!)· a great fencing
master, but a man of statme whose warm personality and pedagogic knowledge I will
always remember. I recommend those who
want to practice 1.his noble art to receive their
first lcsso1Js from an artist like: Julius Alp:1r.
In tbc dL'dication to his book to .his wife Eva,
Alpar mentions how she accompanied him with
love and understanding in their wanderings
through .~ev<:11 countrk:. from Budapest to San
Francisco, "Teaching young antl ol(l, unknow11 and
famom, the secrets of fencing." He goes on to mention how the "family of fencers ... gathered around
me to learn and understand the conversation of the
blades an<l acquire knighdy manners in 'the sport of
Kings and C.1\ralic'.rs."'
Alpar was born in 1908 in Hnnyad-Kristyor,
Transylvania which was a part of Hungary at the
time. His father was a descendant of German settlers and his molher was a member of the Palffy
family In 1927 he received his diploma rrorn the
hiRh school in Bekes-Gvula and then spent three
years at Bekes-Csaba with the army. In 19 30 he
entered the rloldi Miklos Royal Hungarian Sports
ln:,titute ,rnd graduated at the top of his class. He
sp<"nt thrc·e :,-cars as an assistant instructor and
The Fight Master ---I-< Pall/\Vinter 2002

received his Master's degree and diploma as Maitre d'Armr.r
and sports in8tructor. At the Sports Institute he sw<lied
almost every known sport, won the individual &ki championship for the Anny three times, and w:,s a mcmb<.:r of the Ski
Biathlon Team for fo·e rears, spent two years in Amtria for
the government on Alpine and glacier climbing. He was also
a member of the Modem Pentathlon Squad and participated
in hor~eback riding, shooting, fencing, running an<l swimming competidons.
Upon gt·adu;;tion in 1935, Alpar bec:ttne' a professor of
physical education and fencing at the Hungarian Military
Academy in Budapest until the Russian occupation in 194:5.
During this time he was the Maitre d'Armes to the Hungarian
Athletic Club ,md the Hungatian Offlcers' Club and one of the
coaches of th<' 1936 Olympic Cl1ami-ion 'foam. He won a reputation as an Olympic Fencing coach and in 1943 won the ThreeWeapon Championship for Attny Fencing masters.
While in Budapest Alpar was also connected to the film
wodd through his wmk m the fencing director of the Hungarian
filrn /11ay.ft.ir. It was his work and friendship with Marcel
Marceau which encouraged Alpar's imere~t in theatrical work.
In 1945 he became Sports Manager for the American
Army in Europe i.erving as director of &ports at the US Army
Recreation Center a1. Garmish-l'artenkirhcn '\'vinter Olympic
Resort at Eibsee, Bavaria. While there he also learned and
taught water skiing. In 1948 he spent one year in Coblenz
with the 10th l:<rench Division where he worked with the
French Master r.pec Champion, ;.\,faitre d'Armes Dcvimeux.
After leaving Coblcnz, he worked in Saarbruckcn with
German fencer Otto Adam who wcis the German Saber
Champion and President of the German Fencing Association.
In 1948 he taught at the Racing Club de J:lrance with Maitre
Bourdon a.nd Maitrc Spinozi. lt was during this time that he
was able to compare the Italian style of fencing he had le:1rncd
in Hungary with the hench foil fencing in France.
Prom 1949 to 1960 he was Mc,itre d'Arrnes at the
University offoronto, the largest university in Canada where
he was the fencing coach. lle taught thealrical fencing in the
New Play Socieq whicl1 w,1s the theatrical school in Toronto
under the direction of the Englisb actress Dor::i Mavor
Moore. It was while in Toronto tlut he taught fencing to
Robett Goulet.
In Sword and Jltfasque, Goulet', picture is imcribed wiLh
the comment:
I'm soon obtaining a sword cane and I assure you
that much posturing will be inflicted upon the
unwary passet·by. But each time, it shall be done in
the memory of you.
Tl1en in l CJ60 Alpar was invited co hecome the ChicfTnstructnr
for the San Francisco Sports Academv. In 1962 he left the Sports
Academy and joined the faculty at the University of California in
Berkeley where he became 1Y.laitre d'Armes, Master of Physical
Education, Depanmcnt of Physic:al [ducation until he retired in
1975. Wl1ik teaching at Berkeln-, enrollments in fencing
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increased nurkc:dly and his swdents won numerous a,1·ards in
intercollegiate competition. He won Berkeley's Distinguishec:1
Teaching Award in 1976.
While at Berkeley, he was associated with the Department
of Dramatic Art where he gave instruction in d1eatrical fencing. He introduced and t.mglit a course entitled "Theory ,t11d
Practice of Staged Combat," and choreographed Hamlet,
Coriolanus and Don Juan as well as other dramatic productions
while at Berkeley.
A female swdent who was advised LO take che ne,1 course
in theatrical fencing showed up to the first day of tl1e class
only to be confronted by Alpar with "What are you doing
here? Women don't fence on stage." He went on to qualify the
comment by clarifying that the only p18y a woman would fight
in would be A Servam oJ' Two l\lasters in which this srndent,
who was almost six feet tall, would never be cist. The young
female sruc1ent, not knov1,~ng quite
what to say, politely responded,
"But T might have to show someone else how LO Jo it." She was
allowed to rem,1in in che class ancl
~erved as what is called today, the
fight captain, on two productions
at Berkeley.
The rehearsal proces, at
Tierkde; consisted of taking the
act01"s with all the safetv equipment, i.e. jackets, gloves and masks,
and teaching them the fight.
Fencing on the sLage .. .is a set
of routine extrciscs that have
been practiced step-by-step
by the actors from a plan. The
actors must be drilled very
carefully so that they maint:ain the proper distance from
each other. Until thev are able
to control their movements,
they should use masks and
study with a fencing m;tster.
(Alpar 171)
After the fight had been drilled
into the actors and the timing
and pace were in place, the actors worked without the safety
equipment and then went into costume. Bcrorc each performance the actors w~lked through the fight under the
supervision of a trained rehearsal assistant who made sure
everything was still in place.
Today, stage combat i.s taught from the beginning withouL
Lhe mask and p,ldding being worn. The safety fratures are huilL
into the technique from the start.
In his book Sword and Masque Alpar gives a brief background on how weapons were used in different periods from
Ancient combat with ~word and shield and net and trident, the
7\1id,lle Ages with the two-hand swor,l, spear and halberd along
with the dagger, and what he refern to as the early modern period with rapier, rapier and buclder, rapier and dagger, rapier and
cloak, two rapiers and the transition rnpier. The Modem Period
con~ists of small sword, saber and bayonet.
He gives exercises that he considered useful for stage move-

ments and could be used :1s b:tsic warming up n.ercise., He alw
gives the fight choreography for Hamlet, Romeo 11.ndJu!iet, King
Lear and Moliere's Don Juan.
Alpat· also describes two salutes in his text that were done for
exhibition~ and bouts, done with great ceremony with all the
prescribed mm·emtnts and attitudes.
From the initial on guard position, the weapon was
lifted with straight arm obliquely up above the shoulder. from this position, the weapon was brought
down to point obliquely Jown, then was brought
back, crossing in front of the body ancl held with
both hands (arms straight). The left hand held the
foible of the weapon. Both anns and the weapons
were raised over the head and the on guard position
wa~ finally rc:mmed.
The other salute was !mown as tl1c Grand Salute.
This consisted of a series of
movements performed without masks. The fencers faced
one anod1er in the initial position with arms held straigbt.
They saluted facing each
other, and then to the left and
to the right. Roth took the on
guard position for Hv.: counts.
Coming back to the upright
position they separated and
one made a lunge while the
other execl.Lled a prime parry.
Again both wok the on guard
position for fo·e counts and
then engaged in variom movements showing the basic
methods of attack and -defense,
At the cm!, stamping twice
with tl1 cir right foot, both
returned to the initial position. They saluted both to the
right and to the left, wok the
on guard position once again
for five counts, then stamping
with the right foot thev
returned to the llpright position, saluted each ocher and shook hands.
Alpar worked both as a performer and ,ls :1 coach and teacher
in the fielcls of sports and fencing. In many noted opera and
drama productions he staged the fencing and gymnastic movements. Among rhe major operas and dramas he staged were
Mo,.au's Don Giovanni, Gounod's Faust, Rostand's Cyrano de
Berger11c, l\folierc's Don Ju,w, OliH~r's The Autifircc of Joh11
and Irporcllo, Shakespeare's Hcnrv IV, King Lrar, Hamlrt,
Anthon11 and Cleopatra, Romeo rind Juliet and Corioknus.
Towards the end of his career Al par had devised an ingenious
method for teaching fencing to chc blind.
Alpar was om: of the first to bring stage combat into university training programs and is to be commended for making
others aware that there was more to staging a fight on stage than
just bringing in the local fencing coach to set the fight,

Suppliers & Services
Inclusion in this hsttng 1s pt'ovided as a paid scn,lce and does not represent tndorsement by the SAFD

Atlanta Stage Combat Studio

Triplette Competition Arms

1211 Bteutwood Coun, Do,1glasvillc, GA ;30135

J31 Standard Street, EUJn, NC 28621
(3%) 835-7774
Catalog available

(770) 949.~097
'
Weapons telltal, instrttctk,n, choreogl'llphy,
adjudication, workshops

WVl'W,Stagecombat.com

No Quarter Arms
Dennis Grave~, Swo1·dcut:ler

The Armoury/

255 SotJth 41 st S11'eet, Bouldet; CO 80303

Arn.erican Fencers Supply

, Sales atHl rental. Catalog

1180 Pol.om Su-eet, San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 863-7911
Catak>g available
www.amfc11ce.coin

Arms and Armor
1101 Stinson Blvd NE, Minntapolis, MN 55413
(612) 331-6473
Custom weapons, catalog available
www.armor.com

EDGES2
6805 Ptuman Parkwav; Riverdale, MD 20737
(JOI) ,j06-0194
www.trainingblades.com

Fiocchi Sword Cutlery
305 fast State Street, Athens, OTT 45701

.

(740) 593-4263
Custo,_n wcapo11s

,Mark Haney
6000 J Strecit, Sacramenw, CA 95819-6069
(916) 278~6287 (916) 328-3738 (Pager)
Handmade broadswords

(503) 194-1685

ww,v.triplettc.co1n

US Fencing Coaches Association
l',0. Box J 966, Hoboke11, NJ 07030
The Sworrlmaster: The Journ;1/fa,· flenci1,g Co{IChcs
www.usfca.org

Palpable Hit Productions
l'.O. Box 3333, Hollywood, CA 90078-3333
Videos: La Vermfa Destreza a·11d others

Vit:ginia Commonwealth

www.delongis.com

School of the Arts

Rogue Steel

Dcpal'iment of Thcatt'e
922 Parle AYenuc, P.O. Box 84252-1
Richmond, VA 232.81-2524
(801) 8.28-1514

Nell Massey

3738 BlanchanAve, Brookfield, IL 60513
(708) 485-2089
neil@mguesteel.com

i
1,:I

Univel'sity

.,

I

1
i
I,.,
i'!

WWV\~vcu.edu/,ntweb/Theatre

I

1il

Vulcan's Forge

!·ii

Starfll'e Swords, Ltd.

Lewis Shaw, Pl'oprietor

74 Railroad Avenue, Spencer, NY J/1883
(607) 589-7244
llroa<l.swords, Jaggers, poleanns, ~tc.
Online catalog

330 West 23rd Street, Baltimore, MD 21211
(-110) 231-6519
Lo111iieSC@aol.com

.I

www.sta~fireswords.com

Weapons of Choice

··I

Sword and Anvil, Inc.

Napa, CA 92080
(707) 226-2845

Steve Va\ighan
3400 llroa<lway, Alexand<>r, NY 14005
(716) 591-3673
Custom broadswords

,11

II

Replica swords & guns, combat and dress
Sales & rentals, catalog availal.,le

II
II
:II
ii:

Western Stage Ptops

Limelight Editions

3945 W Reno Ave, Suite F, Las Vegas, NV 89 l 18
(800) 858-5568 (702) 873-1100

118 East 30tl1 Street, New fork, NY .10016
(212} 532-5525
Publisher; 'Jw4shbwklin.~ by Rlclwd J. Lane

Blank & rubber guns, break aW11ys, whijJs, etc.
Catalog available
www.WestcrnStagcProps.com
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AUGUST 2001
August 26, 2001
Geoffrey Kent
Mark Mineart

Pionee.r Theatre Company
Dale Girard ·
R&D UA

SEPTEMBER 2001
September 9, 2001
Brian Byrne5
Philip Rcybourn
September 16, 2001
Company
Dale Girard
Mark Mineart

NOVEMBER 2001
November 18, 2001
Company
J. Allen Suddeth
Andrew Smereck

Video Renewal
Chuck Coyl
R&D UA
Pioneer Theatre
David Boushey
SiS

Pioneer Theatre
Joe Travers
SiS

DECEMBER 2001
December 15, 2001
Paul Dennhardt
Thomas Haynes
Holly Rocke
Heather Freer
Faith Hurley
Raymond Kurut
Porowan Pattaynon
Keith Nadal
Haley Rice
Lawrence McDonald

Illinois State University
Richard Raether
SiS
SiS
SiS

SiS
SiS
SiS

SiS
SiS
SiS

APRIL 2002
April 14, 2002
K Jenny Jones
Thomas Nealeigh
Sandy van Bremen
Christopher Ensweiler

Bard Alley Studio
Drew Fracher
SiS SS BS S&S
SiS SS BS S&S
SiS SS BS S&S

April 18, 2002
University of Washington
Geoffrey Alm
David Boushey
Anna-Marie Broback
R&D UA BS
Ilene Fins
R&D UA BS
Trey Gorden
R&D UA BS
Kevin Inouye
R&D UA BS
Douglas Steves
R&D UA BS
Jesse Hinds
R&D UA BS
Robert Barwick
R&D UA BS
Deb Fialkow
R&D UA BS
Chris Gullmet
R&D UA BS
Rob Jones
R&D UA BS

The Shakespeare Theatre
April 19, 2002
Erik Fredricksen
Brad WaUer
R&D UA S&S-AII EAE
Denise Cormier
R&D SS UA-AII EAE
AJ. Ferriter
R&D SS UA-AII EAE
Larry Giantonio
R&D SS UA-AII EAE
Paula Hubman
R&D SS UA-AII EAE
Cami Roscoe
R&D SS UA-AII EAE
Foster Solomon
R&D SS UA
Jason Ma
R&D SS UA
Fletcher McTag~Jart
R&D SS UA
Ayla Yarkut
R&D SS UA
Craig Bentley
R&D SS UA
Ian Gould
R&D SS UA
Fred Grandy
R&D SS UA
Marga1·et Kemp
R&D SS UA
Marie Shell
R&D SS UA
Michael Weingart
R&D SS LIA
Timothy Wodey

April 22, 2002
Bruce lecure
Timothy Bell

Miami, FL
Brian Byrnes
SS BS- All EAE

April 23, 2002 Marymount Coll. London Centre
Drew Fracher
Richard Ryan
Thomas Hrn11ilto11
R&D SIS LIA
R&D SIS UA
Janine Reyes
R&D SiS UA
Jed Hancock-Brninerd
R&D SiS UA
Jonathan Templeton
R&D SiS UA
Maia Newell-Large
R&D SiS UA
Anna Egloff
SiS
David Carson
SlS
Cristina Flagg
SiS
Kathryn Flynn
Misha l(repon
SiS
SiS
Michael McGovern
SiS
Raelyn Richards
S1S
Forest O'Neil-Greenberg
SiS
Adam Smith
SiS
Amanda Spears
SiS
Katie Urban
SiS
Emily Vick
SiS
Benjamin Gooch
SiS
Toni Trucks
SiS
Sally Burgess
April 27, 2002
Ian Rose
Brett Cassidy
Matt Mainhart
Catherine Kee
Brian McAnn
Doug Thomas
Mark Binder
Owen Timony
Jason Salotti
Karl Babij

Arcadia University
J. Allen Suddeth
R&D UA BS-EAE QS
R&D SiS UA BS-EAE QS

April 27, 2002
Robert Westley
Stacy Alley
Rita Cevallos
Will Cleckler
Lee Crouse
Eric Curtis
Robert Ek

University of Alabama
Dale Girard
UA-EAE KN
UA
UA KN
UA l<N
UA KN
R&D SiS SS UA QS KN
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BS
SiS-EAE UA-EAE BS
SiS UA BS
SiS UA BS
SiS UA BS
R&D BS QS

SiS BS

Rashida Giles
Brooke Harrison
Marcus Lane
Andre LaSalle
Heath er Lawson
Brent Maddox
Debbi Mazzone
Daniel Meredith
Adam Pellegrine
Dii111y Rodriguez
Mike Sheldon
Stephen Wade
Michael Walker
Brad Williams
Cliff Williams

UA KN
UA
R&D SiS SS UA QS KN
UA
UA KN-EAE
R&D UA KN
l<N
R&D UA KN
KN-EAE
R&D UA l<N
UA KN
UA KN
UA KN
KN
UA l<N

April 28, 2002 Pennsylvania State University
M11rk Olsen
J. Allen SUDDETH
R&D UA-EAE BS-EAE
Brian Caplan
R&D UA BS
Mallery McClur<c-Milchell
R&D UA-EAE BS-EAE
Ty LemGrunde
R&D UA BS
Wendy Windle
R&D UA-EAE BS
He1b Newsome
R&D UA BS
Christine Gatto
April 29, 2002 Lee Strnsberg lnstitute/N.Y.U.
Allen Suddeth
David Wooley
Jillian Hassett
UA
Allison Campbell
UA
Ashley Schmidt
UA
Douglas Castillo
UA
Jill Frutkin
UA
Carla Blumberg
UA
Nicole Bowman
UA
Hugh Fletcher
UA
John Rankin
UA
Nicole Brucato
UA

J.

MAY

2002

May 1, 2002 Southern Methodist University
William Lengfelder
Brian Byrnes
Sebastian Kadlecik
R&D SiS UA
Matthew Berg
R&D SiS UA
Shannon Mclemore
R&D SIS
Chris Matthews
SiS
Aai-on Roberts
R&D SiS
Matt Nitchie
R&D
Matt Wahlquist
R&D SIS
Lada Vishtak
SiS
Andy Schneider
R&D SiS
Blake Walker
R&D SIS
Sean Byrne
R&D SiS
Rachel Harper
R&D
Michael Turner
UA
Cornelius Smith Jr,
UA
Brian Frederick
UA
Betsy Roth
UA
Allison Darby
UA
Jennifer Bronste:n
UA
Marshel Adams
UA
Erika Johnson
UA
Bree Smith
UA
Virginia Kull
UA
Todd Haberkorr
UA
Sarayu Rao
R&D SiS UA
Chad Daniel
R&D UA

Dianna Schoenborn
Hiedi Ferren
Steve Armit

SiS UA
R&D
UA

May 1, 2002 Univ, of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
Robin Mcfarquhar
David Woolley
Mick Hilgers
R&D UA
Andy Gershenzon
R&D SS UA
Kelly L<1mo11t
R&D SS UA
Zeva Barzell
R&D SS UA
Darren Hengst
R&D SS UA-EAE
Tony Fiorentino
R&D SS U/\-EAE
Andrew Carter
R&D SS UA
l<evin Lambert
UA
Jonathan Kile
R&D SS UA
Rachel l<ing
R&D SS UA
Molly Hall
R&D SS UA
Mary Foran
R&D SS UA
Philip Herrington
R&D SS UA
Dan Kit;
R&D SS UA
May 4, 2002
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio
Scot Mann
Chuck Coyl
Jason Armit
R&D-EAE UA-EAE BS S&S
Michael Schneider
BS S&S
Brian Smith
R&D-EAE UA-EAE BS S&S
May 4, 2002
Kennesaw State University
James Brown
Chuck Coyl
William Greenberg
QS
K.Ashley Holmes
QS
Matthew Miraglia
QS
Carolino Harrison
QS
Summer Gray
QS
Devvey Vick
QS
Cliff Hensley
QS
Jonathan Banish
UAQS
May 4, 2002
Paul Steger
Luis Arri
Kela Booker
Allison Burns
Greg Castle
Danielle Coody
Walter Elder
Megan Ofsowitz
Tyrone Palmer
Jaynie Saunders
Amy Storemski
Jill Taylor
Derrko Thomas
W. Bryan Thompson
May 5, 2002
Tiza Garland
Timothy Bell
May 5, 2002
Tiza Garland
Ashley Atkins
Brian Blattman
Jessica Delbridge
Doug Ghizzoni
Paul Haash
Maura Hannigan
Randee Kaplan
Kat Lower
Lauren Potter
Lindsay Smith
Ariana Shore
Cheryl Waltuch
Dan Weisberg

University of Oklahoma
Brian Byrnes
UA BS
UA BS
UA BS
UA BS
UA BS
UA BS·EAE
UA BS
UA BS-EAE
UA BS
UA BS
UA BS
UA BS
LIA BS
Miami, FL
Brian Byrnes
QS-EAE
University of Miami, FL
Brian Byrnes
R&D UA QS
UAQS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
UA
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UAQS
UAQS
R&D UAQS
R&D UAQS
UAQS

May 7, 2002
Brian Byrnes
Keith Caldwell
Mary-Margaret Allen
Audra Resendez
Yo11g l<im
Corey Sleeth
Jason keynolds
Rachel Seney
Christi Waldon
Bob Galley
Gustavo Roman
Michael Walker
Ryan Heitzman
1-lenry Wilson

University of Houston
J. Allen Suddeth
SiS LIA
SiS UA
SiS SS UA
SiS UA-EAE
SiS SS UA
SiS UA
SiS UA
S.iS UA
SiS UA
SiS UA-EAE
SiS UA
SiS SS
SS UA

Mc1y 7, 2002
Northern l<entucky University
Regina Cerlmele-Mechley
Drew Fracher
William Fisher II
R&D UA l<N
Eric Bauer
R&D UA l<N
Joshua Beshears
R&D UA KN-EAE
P,1trick Thernes
R&D UA l<N-EAE
Cory Collinson
R&D UA KN
David Hennessey
R&D UA KN
Jennifer Owen
UA
Leonid Levi
R&b KN
B1ando11 Ashcraft
R&D UA KN
Robert DeHoff
R&D-EAE UA KN
Robert Dreyer II
R&D UA KN
May 7, 2002
Miami University, Oxford OH
Regina Cerimele-Mechley
Drew Fracher
Lauren Parkinson
R&D UA
Benjamin Gillman
R&D
~m~~~

Emily Prouty
Aaron Einhorn
Jonathun Baca
Christina McMenemy
Amy Harpring

Mays, 2002
Paul Dennhardt
Heather Freer
Thomas Haynes
Raymond Kurut
James Marlott
Lawrence McDonald
l<eith Nadal
Porowan Pattaynon
Christopher Weise
Haley Rice
Holly Rocke
Phillip Burgess
Rebecca McGraw

~D~

R&D UA
R&D-EAE UA
R&D-EAE UA
UA
UA

lllinois State University
David Leong
R&D
R&D -EAE
R&D -EAE
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D

May 9, 2002 University of Wisconsin-Madison
John McFarland
Chuck Coyl
Seamus Dooley
UA
Leif Erickson
UA
Andrea Geurtsen
UA
Naoya Hashimoto
UA
Christine Higgins
UA
Kristen loquinta
UA
l(imberly Mcl<ean
UA
Maggie O'Hara
UA
Breahan Pautsch
UA
Nicole Ryan
UA
Elyte Salna
UA
Jessica Schim
UA
Christina Thuli
UA
David Austin
R&D UA BS KN
Scott Bennett
R&D LIA BS KN
John Graham
R&D UA BS l<N
Megan Link
R&D UA BS KN
Mitchell Mullen
R&D UA BS KN

Domi11ik Rcbilas
Ryan Schabach
Jason Schumacher
James Stauffer
Lashawn Welsh

May 10, 2002
Edward Sharon
Joseph Biberger
l(arla Trigueros
Ellen Murphy
William Prest
Christopher Morris
Lara Jay
May IO, 2002
Edward Sharon
Kate Place
Robert Reyes
Luke Leonhardt
Joseph Lam:a
Barton Jones
Risher Redd icl<
Luke Willis
Jared Swanson
Donald Rudnickas
Ryan Sypek
Brendon Scoggin
Jr,ssle Hain
Bennett Leak

R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
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BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

l(N
KN
KN
KN
KN

Salem State College
J. Allen Suddeth
UA KN-All FAE
UA l<N-AII EAE
UA KN
UA KN"AII EAE
UAKN-AII EAE
UA l<N
Boston University
J. Allen Suddeth
R&D
R&D
UA KN
UAl<N
UA l<N-AII EAE
UA KN-All EAE
UA l<N
UA l<N•AII EAE
UA l<N-AII EAE
UA KN
UA KN
UA KN
UA KN

May 11, 2002
Robert Tuftee, .Ricki Ravitts
J. David Brimmer, Michael Chin
Andrew Blasenak
Samantha Phillips
Zach Calhoon
Michael Bradford
SiS
Zorikh Lequidre
Mary Molloy
Barbara Brandt
Robert Hamilton
Ray Rodriguez
Al Foote Ill
Carrie Brewer
Mark Silence
Robb Hunter
Lauren Ahrold
Matthew Rini
Denise Hurd
Andrew Smereck
Dan O'Driscoll
Jared Hoffert
May 11, 2002
J. David Brimmer
Richard Ab
Joshua Bauer
Joshua Brisbine
Adam Laupus
Mollie Marr
Burl Moseley
Emily Rouch
Ashley Springer
Kenneth Urbina
Matt Walters
Katie Whitcraft
Shana Solomon
Sheila Carrasco
Sean Holohan
Mick Lauer
Bobby Knox
Camron Robertson
Michael Yahn
Allison Laugs
Tara Canny
Doug Castillo
Bryan Jennings

UA
LIA
UA
UA
UA

Fights4
Chuck Coyl
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D BS
-EAE BS S&S
R&:D S&S
R&DBS
R&D BS-EAE

BS-EAE
SiS-EAE
SiS-EAE
SiS-EAE
SiS-EAE
SiS-EAE
S&S
S&S
S&S
S&S
S&S
S&S

New York University
Chuck Coyl
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D
R&D
R&D
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May 11, 2002
John Bellomo.

Davey While
Nancy Eyerman
Kaleo Bird
Lawrence Stallings
Marla Burkholder
Brooke Lucas
Eric Courtwright
Michael Baker
Lindsay Smiling

Temple University
David Woolley

R&D SiS
R&D SIS
SiS
R&D SIS
R&D SiS
R&D SiS
R&D SIS
R&D SiS
R&D SiS

May 12, 2002
Virginia Commonwealth Univ.
Aaron Anderson, David Leong David Boushey

Raina Ames
Ray Anderson
Wes Bartlett
Elizabeth Brinkley
john Connolly
Austin Corbet
Lesslie Crane
Daniel Currie
DarRon D,mdridge
Jonathan Deluca
Cynthia Duffield
Matthew Ellis
Josh Fargason
Brandy Feldman
Andy Grigg
Allison Hetzel
Ryan Love
Jake Mosser
Adanma Onyedike
Amanda Payne
Nicole Russo
Christopher Scofield
Lauren Spears
Mandy Tute
Phil Timberlake
Tiffany Wagner
Chri5 Yule

R&D UA
R&D UA-EAE
R&D UA
UA
SIS
R&D-EAE SiS-EAE SS UA
SIS
SiS -EAE
SiS
SiS
R&D UA
R&D-EAE SiS-EAE SS UA

May 14, 2002
Gregory Hoffman
Allison Baker
Tyler McKcnna
Ryan Montgomery
Edward Nattenburg
Allison Schubert
Rachel Scott
Matt Worley

San Francisco
J.R. Beardsley
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS

May 16, 2002
Mike Mahaffey

Angela Johnson
Kate Bortner
Stan Shields
Scot McIntosh
Anna-Marie Broback
Cheryl Kaplan
May 16, 2002
Mark Guinn

Betsy Boyce
Ty Cedars
Casey Franklin
Allison Gilbert
M.Allison Gilbert
Brett Hargis
Shannon Lee
Paul l'harris
Barton Pitchford
Stewart Shrader
Wes Smith
Rebecca Taylor
Josue Velten
Sara Ward
Leslie Weaver
Kathryn Wiley
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ss

SiS
SiS -EAE
UA
SiS
SIS -EAE
SiS
SIS
SIS
R&D SiS UA
R&D
SiS
R&D UA-EAE
SIS
SiS -EAE.

Seattle, Washington
David Boushey

SIS. UA
SiS UA
SiS
SiS UA
SiS UA
BS
Louisiana Tech University
Drew Fracher

R&D SiS SS UA
R&D SiS UA
SIS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D UA S&S
R&D SIS UA QS
R&D SiS UA
SIS
R&D SiS SS UA
R&D SiS UA
R&D SiS
R&D SiS
R&D SIS UA
R&D UA S&:S
R&D SIS UA QS
R&D SiS UA

May 21, 2002
Geoffrey Alm

University of Washington
David Boushey

Derrick Clayton
Jennifer Gillespie
Marya Sea Kaminski
Jeffrey Woodard
Scolt Giguere
Joe Yang
Marc Kenison
Patricia Nelson
Robert Manning
Anya-Maria Ruoss
Mea McQuillan
AmyWaschke
May 22, 2002
Dale Girard

North Carolina School of the Arts
Chuck Coyl

Adam Davis
Katherine Fordney
Christopher Donoghue
Karri Krause
Devin Preston
William Connell
Diana Perez
Paul Schlapkohl
Ian Merrigan
J<ry,lal Marshal
Lois Gibson
Neal Bledsoe
Thomas Miller
WIii Jayroe
Austin Herzing
Megan Cook
Demetri Saltes
Sarah Haught
Jesse Patch
Trevor Vaughn
Nick Dothee
Quincy Dunn-Baker
Lance Kramer
Zoe Grobart
Morgan Carson
Sarah Viccellio
May 23, 2002
Dale Girard

UA
UA
UA-EAE
UA-EAE
UA
UA
UA-EAE
UA-EAE
UA-EAE
UA-EAE
UA-EAE
UA

UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA
UA

UA
UA
UA
UA
UA

North Carolina School of the Arts
Chuck Coyl

Adam Mills
DeClois Beacham
Alexis Hyatt
Matt Cowart
Bridgett Regan
Jordon Miller
Stacy Salvette
Jerzy Gwiazdowski
Andrew Honeycut
Isaac Shedd
Anna Camp
Tom Sawyer
Ashley Robinson
Trieste Dunn
Colin Hovde
Melodie Sisk
Evan Lubeck
Samantha Daniel
Gabriel Scoggin
Will Rogers
Joe Salgo
Maggie Marlin
Tim Eulich
May 25, 2002
Andrew Hayes

R&D UA BS
R&D UA
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
UA BS
UA BS
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D UA

R&D SiS-AII EAE
R&D SiS-AII EAE
R&D SiS-EAE
R&D SiS-EAE
Rpi;D SiS-AII EAE
R&D SiS-EAE
SiS
R&D SiS-EAE
R&D SiS-EAE
SIS
R&D SiS-EAE
R&D SiS
R&D SIS
R&D SIS
R&D SiS-EAE
R&D SIS
R&D SiS-AII EAE
R&D SIS-All EAE
R&D SiS
R&:D SiS-EAE
R&D SiS
SiS BS-All EAE
SIS BS-All EAE
Indiana Wesleyan University
Chuck Coyl

Hanna Newlin
Seth Conley
Ann Outcalt
Brandon Whitmore
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SiS
SiS
SIS
SiS

QS
QS
QS
QS

Sara Rhodes
Claude Hardy
Tom Moranville
Andrew Morehouse
Tim Nettleton
Chad Shulenburg
David McDowell
Nathan Schmoyer

SIS
SIS
SIS
SIS
SiS

SiS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS

May 26, 2002 Coll. Conserv. of Music at U of Clnn
I( Jenny Jones

Chuck Coyl

Barrett Condy
Courtney Seiberling
Sarah Jane Fridlich
Edward Hodge
Amelia Henderson
Stacey Morrison
Benjamin Dobson
Alec Boya
Samuel Stricklen
WIiiiam Tucker
Brandon Jones
Jacki Blakeney
May 30, 2002
Academy

R&D UAQS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA-EAE QS
R&D UA QS-AII EAE
R&D UA QS

The Chicago Stage Combat

Angela Bonacasa
Brian Lelraunik
Reginald Jackson
Drew Scott
Jeff McVann
Chris Julun
Jeffrey Gib,on
May 30, 2002
David Woolley

Chuck Coyl
R&D

R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
R&D
Columbia College-Chicago
Chuck Coyl

Emily Ward
Bethany Williams
Darcy French-Myerson
Andrea Merrill
Gillian Passovoy
Partick Capurro
Jennifer Robertson
Dario Ruis
Michael Quinn
Jessica Mccloud
Bradley Norris
Alzan Pelesic
Jessica Breusewitz
Jamie Luemen
Anne Warnick
Glenese Hand
Aaron Manby
Sean Levine
Jacob Snodgrass
Renee Panchal
Joseph Kaminski

JUNE

R&D
R&D
SS
SS

UA
UA
UA
UA

BS
BS
BS
BS
UA
R&D SS UA BS
R&D SS UA BS
SiS QS
SiS QS
SIS QS
SiS QS
SiS UA
Sis UA
SiS SS QS
UA
SIS SS QS
SiS QS
SiS QS
SiS QS-AII EAE
SIS QS-AII EAE
UA

2002

June 7, 2002
Bruce Cromer

Matt Beisner
Dustin Sterling
Erica Nosch,mg
Jenny Boyd
B.j, Thorne
Chad Robison
Courtney Holland
Lisa Morabito
Paul Hester
Brad Lund
Charla Smith
Marianne Porter
Joe Baker
Shaun Tubbs

Wright State University
Brian Byrnes

SiS UA
SiS UA
UA

SiS
SIS
SIS
SiS

UA
UA
UA
UA

SIS UA

SIS UA
SiS UA
SiS UA
UA
SiS UA
SiS UA

June 17, 2002
Geoffrey Kent

Denver, Colorado
Dale Girard
BS

Jeff Bull
Brian Dowling
Matt Korda
Terry Kroenung
Jim Randazzo
Stephany Roscoe
June 18, 2002
K Jenny Jones

BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
Celebration Barn Theater
J. Allen Suddeth

Philip D'Orleans
Ax Norman
June 23, 2002
Geoffrey Alm
Sarah Cabatit-Morrison
Chandra Curtin
Desiree Prewitt
Kristina Sutherland
Harriet Saunders
Gary Evans
David Nochimson
Lauren Merry
Kate Roxburgh
Jennifer Perreault
June 29, 2002
Drew Fracher

Terry Southel"ington
Cathy Brookshire
lames Moye
Roxanne Koogler
June 30, 2002
Geoffrey Kent

Andrea Dammerma11
Benaiah Anderson
Brett Wilmott
leff Bull
Jeff Sasz
Jessica Austgen
John Arscott
John jurchcck
Kat Michels
Matt Korda
Michael Skillern
Ryan Ross

JULY

R&D UA
R&D U~i
Freehold Theatre Lab
David Boushey
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
R&D UA
R&D UA
R&D
R&D
R&D UA BS
R&D UA BS
Mary Baldwin Coll.ege
David Leong

BS
BS
BS
BS
Denver, Colorado
Dale Girard

SiS-EAE BS
SiS-EAE BS
SiS
SIS
SIS
SIS
SiS
SiS
SiS -EAE
SiS
SIS
SiS-EAE

2002

July 2, 2002

13Iue Jacket-Xenia, Ohio

Mark Guinn

Jill Applegate
Shameca Ashby
Bill Benton
Spencer Burton
Annie Conner
Keith Conway
Lukas deGruyl
Christopher Dwyer
Dave Early
Kevin Groves
David Harewood
Nathan Hudson
Alan Malone
Charla Mason
Thomas Nealeigh
Mick Orfe
Sarah Paalman
Jordan Reeves
Joel Sharpton
Stewart Shrade1·
Wes Smith
Brian Ward
Jeremy White
Joe Williamson
July 3, 2002
john McFarland

Chuck Coyl

R&D SIS UA BS QS l<N
R&D UA BS QS l<N

SS S&S
UA
R&D UAQS KN
R&D UA BS QS S&S
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
SS S&S
SiS BS QS S&S KN
R&D
R&D UA QS
R&D UA BS QS S&S
R&D UA QS
R&D BS
R&D BS
R&D SiS UA BS QS KN
SIS BS QS S&S KN
R&D UA QS
R&D UA BS QS l<N
R&D UA QS KN
R&D UA QS
KN
R&D UA QS
Legend of Daniel Boone
David Woolley

josial1 Correll
R&D S&S
Katherine Barron
R&D S&S
Jason Schumacher
S&S
Chris Tamez
SiS UA KN
K.C. Stage
R&D-EAE SiS-EAE UA S&S·EAE l<N
joy Parks
R&D
MiiSOll Hill
SiS-EAE S&S-EAE
Shannon Andrews
R&D UA KN
l<enneth Buggins
R&D UA KN-EAE
Jessica Crandall
R&D UA
Matt Morphew
R&D UA
John Ccmem
R&D UA
Christopher Robinson
R&D UA
Michael Mcguire
R&D-EAE SiS S&S-EAE
Justin Young
R&D UA KN-EAE
Vanessa Proctor
R&:D UA KN
July 26, 2002 Nat'I Stage Combat Wkshps-UNLV
D. Boushey, B. Byrnes,
Boushey, Byrnes,
C. Coyl, D. Fracher,
Coyl, Fracher,
D. Girard, A. Suddeth,
Girard, Suddeth,
D, Leong, E. Fredricksen Leong, Fredricksen

Susanne Burns

Brian Bush
SiS UA BS
Ernesto Bustos
SiS UA BS
Anthony Clarno
SiS-EAE UA-EAE BS
Anthony Cosmano
SIS UA
Adam Critchlow
SIS UA BS
Scott Deans
SiS UA-EAE BS-EAE
Patrick Dempsey
SiS UA
Samuel Dempsey
SiS UA
Zachary Dorsey
UA BS
Matthew Ellis
SIS UA BS-All EAE
Whitney Elmore
UA BS
lose Garcia
SiS UA BS-All EAE
Justin Grace
SiS-EAE UA-EAE BS
Robert Greaves
SIS UA BS
Jayme Green
SiS BS
Pam Hurley
SiS-EAE UA BS
Jonathan jolly
SiS BS
Emalee Lane
SiS UA BS
Craig Lawrence
SiS UA BS
Jill Lawrence
SIS UA
David Long
SIS UA BS
Jacob Metiva
SiS UA BS
Catherine Moore
SIS UA BS
Matthew Mozingo
UA BS
Anthony Pietromom1co
SIS UA BS
Rebecca Reid
SIS UA BS
Timothy Risley
SiS UA BS
Tripp Robbins
SIS BS
Jonathan Roberts
SIS UA BS
Stephanie Rosenberg
SiS UA BS
Andrew Staton
SiS UA BS
Thaddeus Tsohantaridis
SiS UA BS
Elijah Vanaver
SiS BS
Hal Wales
SiS BS
Jason Armit
UA BS-All EAE
Jacki Blakeney R&D-EAE SiS-EAE SS UA BS QS S&S KN
Ian Borden
R&D SS UA BS S&S-EAE KN
Deb Fialkow SiS SS-EAE UA BS QS-EAE S&S KN
Anne Foldeak
R&D SS UA BS-EM QS S&~ KN
Al Foote Ill
R&D SIS SS UA BS QS S&S KN
Robb Hunter R&D SiS UA BS S&S-All EAE SS QS KN
Denise Hurd
R&D SiS SS UA BS QS KN
Brenda Kelly
SS S&S KN
Brian Letraunik R&D SIS SS UA BS QS S&S KN
Adam Mclean R&D SIS BS-All EAE SS UA QS S&S KN
Mark Mineart
R&D SiS SS-EAE UA-EAE QS S&S KN
Ray Rodriguez SiS SS UA S&S KN-All EAE R&D BS QS
Jackie Schmillen R&D SiS SS UA BS QS S&S KN
john Tovar
R&D-EAE SIS SS UA BS QS-EAE S&S KN
Sandy van Bremen
R&D SiS SS UA BS KN
Lacy Al twine
UA
Tim Eulich
UA l<N
Robert Hamilton
SIS SS UA BS QS S&S
Maggie Mmlin
SiS UA
Jeff Thomason
SiS SS UA QS S&S l<N

AUGUST 2002
August 5, 2002
Gina Cerimele-Mechley

Steven Perry
Lynette Tamsin Morris
Chad Weddle
Joe Sofranko
Robert Dreyer 11
Benjamin Gillman
Robert DeHoff
William Fisher II
Christina McMe11emy
Aaron Einhorn
Jonathan Baca

Highland Heights, KY
Drew Fracher

QS
QS
R&D UA QS
R&D UA QS
QS
UAQS
QS
QS

R&D
QS
QS

August 17, 2002
Michael Johnson

Washington, DC
Chuck Coyl

Elizabeth Williams
Chuck Martin

SiS UA QS
SiS UA QS

SIS UA
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MICHAEL JOHNSON
142B 12th Street SE
Wa,liin!JI011, 1). C.·. 20003
H: (20LJ 543-2571
fou11rlarc@ho1mail.com

DIRECTORY
THE SOCIETY OF
.AMERICAN FIGHT
DIRECTORS

REGIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

SAFD
1350 East Flamitlgo Rd #25
!.as \ "c;gHs, N \' 89119
SAPD I Iodine (800) 659-6579

www.saf<l.org

RICHARD HEDDERMAN
P.O. Box 378
York Harbor, MF 03':J 11
(207) 363-0595
rhe<lclennan@mo,.org

GOVERNING BODY

BAST CENTRAL

President
CHUCKCOYL
6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
(773) 764-3825
ch uckcoyl@prodigy.net

NEW ENGLAND

DAN O'DIUSCOLL
350 West 51st Street, Apt.#3A
New York, NY 10019
t212) 315-3956
Dan350S1@col.mm

SOUTHEAST

Vice President
BRIAN flYRNES
School of Theatre
Unin:rsity of Houston
Homton:Tx 77204-'i07l
H: (713) 528-3413
W: ('713) 740,2915
BByrncs@UH.edu
Secretary

ANGEL\. BONACASA
6321 N. Lakewoorl
Chicago, II. 60660
H: {773) 76/i 382 5
Cell: (773) 485-3098
goodhouse@hotmail.com

Treasurer

ANDREW HAYES
DePauw Universitv
Comm Arts Department
313 South Locust Street
Greencastle, IN 46135
(765) 653-0676
AmHayes@depauw.edu

fOHN CASHMAN
·10353 Alameda il.lmJ. Road

61 Bon Jan Lane
Highland Heights; KY 41076
(859) 441-9433
vern 1Oth@worldnet.att.net

SCOTlvlANN
1211 Brentwood Court
Douglasville, GA 30135
(770) 949-5097
scotmann@stagecombat.com

Certified Teacher Representative

GEOFFREY KENT
3047 West 47th Avenue
Unit #512
Denver, CO 80211
(303) 877-2670
geoffkent@attbi.com
fightdirector@atrbi.com

Actor Combatant/
Friend Representative
AL FOOTE III
179 E. 78th Street Apt 4B
New York, NY 10021-0462
(212) 717-8117
nyfeman@hotmail.com

BRlAN BYRNES
School clThcatrc

GREA1'LAKRS

CHUCKCOYL

JIM STARK
176 Clemmons
1-'!anover, IN 47:243
(812) 866-9344
stark@hanovcr.e<lu

SOUTiiWEST
PAUL STEGER
1614 East Royd
Norman, OK 73071-2616
H: (405) 292-3578
W: (405) 325-5302
bucyl999@aol.com

Los Angeles Fight Academy
4335 Van Nuys Blvd. PMB #195
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
H: (818) 997-3356
Cell: (818) 694-5550
P H Burt@aol.com
www.4lafa.org

NORTHWEST

CHRIS DUVAL
Fight Director Representative

DAVID 130USHEY
2723 Saratoga Lane
Evw:tt, WA 98203
(425) 290-9973
l~U.SHlvlAl\i4@prodigy.net

University of Houston
Houston, TX 7n04-5071
H: (713) 528-3113
W: (713) 743-291 5
BByrncs@UH.edu

PAYSON BURT

DREW FRACHER

Fight Master Etnel'itus
J.D. MARTTNEZ
Maple Spring Farm
3786 Cnllier,row11 Road
l.,cxin.• gton, V.'A 24450
H: ('i40) 461-37%
W: (510) 163-8005
1nar1inezjd@\vlu.edu

Clermont, PL 34711
H: (j 52) 39<±-8522
W: (407) 560-1083
cashman@gdi.net

MID-AMERICA and
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
(Tempomry until filled)

Fight Master Representative

COLLEGE OF
FIGHT MASTERS

Acting Companv
Oregon Shakespeare Festival
P.O. Box 158
Ashland. Oregon 97520
H: (541) 482-1980
W: (541) 482-2111
chrisduval@earthlink.net

PACIFIC WESTERN
RICHARD LANE
The Academy of the Sword
587 Lisbon Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
(415) 957-3622
ricl@pacbell.net

FOREIGN
RICHARD RYAN
IO Cranbook Park
Wood Green, London
N22 5NA United Kingdom
+44 (0) 20 8381 1536
richard@stagefight.com
www.stagefight.com
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6321 N. LaLcwood
Chicago, lL 60660
(773) 764-3825

ch11dccovl@prodigy.net

DREW PltACHER
61 Hon Jan Lane
H.ighla.'.'.cl. Height,, KY 41076
(859) 441-9433
vernl Oth@worldnet.att.net

ERIK FREDRICKSEN
142 5 Textile Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
H: (313) 944-0116
W: (313) 747-2296
Hannis@UMICH.edu

DALE ANTHONY GIRARD
969 LaPlata Drive
Kernersville, NC 27284
(336) 993-3255
H: FightsGuy@aol.com
W: dgirard@NCARTS.edu
DAVID LEONG
l 06 North Strawberry Street
Richmond, VA 23220
I-1: (804) 254-2071
W: (804) 828-1514
Service: (212) 382-3535
dsleong@saturn.vcu.edu

RICHARD RAETHER
1834 Camp Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
(815) 962-6579
rraether@go.com

J. ALLEN SUDDETH
131 Linden Avenue
Glenridge, NJ 07028
(973) 748-5697
J\'YFGTDIRCTR@aol.com

DAVID WOOLLEY
3315 West Sunnyside #28
Chicago, IL 60625
H: (773) 267-8513
W: (312) 344-6123
smen@interaccess.com;
dwoolley@popmail.colum.edu
www. theswordsmen. corn

FIGHT DIRECTORS
GEOI'FREY ALM
6418 NE 18hh Streu
Kenmore, WA 98028
H: (425J 483-1351
gbald@juno.com

JOHN BELLOMO
1217 Porter Street
Philadelphia, PA 19Jil8
(215) 334-1814
Bellomoland@spl'i11tt11ail.com

J. DAVTD BRIMMFR
124 Soutl1 Bell Avenue
Yardley, PA
(215) 493-1313
jda,·idbrimtn,,r@aol.com
PAYSON BURT
Los Angeles Fight Academv
4335 Van Nuys Dlvd. PMD #195
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
H:. ,1318) 997-3356
Cell: (818) 694-5550
PH Burr@aol.com
www.4hfa.org

DAN CARTER
603 F.ast Irviri Avenue
State Co1!egc, PA 16801-(;606
H: (814\ 867 1803
W: (814) 865-7586
dhc4@email.PSU.edu
JAMIE CHEATHAM
230 West 79th Street Apartment lA
New York, NY 10024
(212) 580-5579
swordman@nyc.rr.com

MICHAEL CHIN
260 \V. 22nd Street, Apt. 3
New York, NY 10011
(212) 807-1004
Nscwboss@aol.com

CHARLES CONWELL
1252 Yellow Springs Road
Chester Springs, PA 19425
H: (610) 827-7707
W: (215) 717-6454
CharlesConwell@aol.com

PAUL DENNHARDT

JEFP A.R. TONES
2917 Isabcfla Drive
Raleigh, >IC 27603
(919} 835-3557
JARJonc,@nc.rr.rnm

kJf.NNY JONES
Bard .Alley Studio
292·i Ho.1dh· Court
Ci11cinnati, bH 45211
kj~Jonet-it'?n1ns11.corn

COTLEFN KELLY
University of San D_icgo .
Dep.irtmcnt ofEnglish-17°1 Founder,
5998 Alcala Park
San DieJ\D,.CA n110.2,in
(619) 200-7954
,:olkcnkcllyt?1'1ninclspring.com
colleenk@sandiego.edu
GEOf.PREY KENT
304, Wc:,t 47 th Avenue Apt 512
Denver, CO 80211
(30J) 8'77-2670
geoffkcnt@attbi.com

RICHARD LANF.
The Academy of J1e .SworJ
5 87 Lisbon Street
San Franciscu, CA 9 11112
(415) 957-3622
ricl(,(pad,ell..net

BRUCE LECURE
9830 SW 222 Terrace
Miami, rL 33190
H: (305) 234-7897
W: (305; 284-4474
'RLecme@aol.com

ROBERT MACDOUGALL

4189 N. Wilson Avenue
Fresno, CA 93704
H: (415) 606-3835
Cell: (209) 601-7729
gehoffman@worldnet.att.net

ROBERT "Tinlc'' TUFTFE
353 Second Street, #31.
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(718) 788-4957
Ser1ice: (212) 809-3050
nuftec@ix.netcom.com

STEVEN VAUGHAN
3400 Broadway
Alexa1tder, NY 14005
(716) 591-3673
svaugha n@e'J'.net. net

JACK YOUNG
·1041 Rarnsi<le Dr.
Allcncown,PA 1810'1
(610) 336-4805
jackyott ng59@hotmail.com

CERTIFIED TEACHERS
AARON ANDERSON
1813 Nononia Road
Richmond, VA 23229
(804) 683-3483
adandersont.0vctr.cdu

ANGELA BONACASA

JAMES NEEDHAM BROWN

JOHN McFARLAND
1146 Sout!1 Ridgeland Avenue
Oak Park, IL 60304
(708) 660-0636
jmadand@aol.com

DR. ROBIN McFARQUHAR

TIM D. PINNOW

GREGORY HOFFMAN

NICHOLAS SANDYS
2114 West Morse Avenue
Chicago, IL 60t,4 5
H: (773) 274-0581
Voice: Q73) 398-3034
Npc1lii11@wpo.it.h1c.cdu

SCOT IvlANN
Atlanta Stage Combat Studio
1211 Brentwood Court
Douglasville, GA 30135
(770) 949-5097
scotmann@stagecombat.com
-www.stagecombac.com

DEXTER FIDLER

BRENT GIBBS

701 N. Leavitt St,
Chicago, II. 60612-1309
(773) 818-7972
SGrayQ!ldgi1t.cc.il. uc

6321 N. Lakewood
Chicago, IL 60660
H: (773) 764-3825
Cell: (773) 485-3098
Goodhouse@hotmail.com

810 North Colar, # 1
Urbana, IL 61801
H: (217) 337-0099
W: (217) 333-1659
rmcfarq u@uiuc.edu

738 E. Mabel
1hcson, AZ 85719-9402
H: (520) 622-2143
W: )20) 621-9402
BrentG@U.Arizona.edu

STEPJIEN GRAY

P.O. Box 23078
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 522-2201
Clanrdmacd@aol.com

942 E. 550 Road
Stru1ford, IL 61774
(309) 392-2300
chefprd@aol.com
prdennh@ilstu.edu
1620 Ortega Street
San Francisco, CA 94122
(415) 564-6040
Fidhauer@yahoo.com

RICHARD RYAN
l O Cranbook Park
Wood Green, London
N22 SNA United Kingdom
i-4i (0) 20 8881 1530
richard@sragefight.com
www.stagefight.com

Theatre Department
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003
H: (505) 647-2667
W: (505) 646-4517
TPinnow@NMSU.edu

RON PIRETTI
15 Leroy: Street, #12
New York, l\x 10014
(212) 675-4688
rip15@yahoo.com

RICKI G. RAVITTS
2350 Broadway, #924
New York, NY 10024
(212) 874-7408
SAFD Hotline (800) 659-6579
rravitrs@carlsonpartners.com

4529 Shawhan Road
Chattanooga, TN 37411
(404) 668-5621
JNBrown 12l53@aol.com

NICOI.E CALLENDER
857 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, NJ 07306
(201) 435-9067
calendorf@eatthlink.net

JOHN CASHMAN
10353 Alameda Alma Road
Clermont, FL 34711
H: (352) 394-8522
W: (407) 560-1083
cashman@gdi.net

GINA CERIMELE-MECHLEY
2353 ParkAvenueApt. 4
Cincinnati, OH 45206
(513) 200-5866
Swordlady@sprimmail.com

BRUCE CROMER
101 King Street
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
(937) 767-8)10
bruce.cromer@wright.edu

TIZA GARLAND
3201 Hargrove Rd. East, Apt. #608
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405
H: (205) 633-0828
W: (205) 348-5283
Cell: (407) 256-9215
TizaGl@aol.com
tgadand@bama.ua.edu

MARK "Rat" GUINN
2008 West California Avenue
Ruston, LA 71270

H: (318) 255-6823
W: (318) 257-4693
Cell: (318) 791-9672
mguinn@latech.edu
rat@eh-is.co1u

ANDREW HAYES
DePauw University
CQmm Arts Dep,1rt111cnt
313 South Locust Street
G1crncast!e, IN 46U5
(765) 653-0676
lunHaycs@depauw.edu

M!CHAF.L J. HOOD
Deen, Colle[';e of Fine Arts

DON,\LD PRESTON
1637 Sdliy Avenue
St.Palll,MN 551M
(651)645 2093
thcyflght@phou.com
GREG RAMSEY
210 Riders Wav
Lcbanon, PA f7042
H: (717) 272-7265
\X': (717) 665-7021 ext. 139
Sabrc@dcsupernet.net

IAN ROSE
218 Carpemer Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
(6°16) J45-c1300
ro~ei@~rcadia.erlu

JOHN PAUL SCHElDLER
720 West 181st .Street #53

New York, NY 10033

H: (212) 928-5::l28
Service: (212) 462-9116
jp<loetPearchlink.net

PMB403
77'.W-512 :tl'!ain Street
Fogelsville, PA 18051
H: (721) 46:Vi 1')2
W: (724) 357 9192
ml10ocJiiDgruve.iup.edu

LEWIS SHAW

SPENCER HUMM

EDWARD "Te,1" SHARON
SUl\'Y-flt:cdonia
Department ofThentre nud Dance
Rockcfo1lcr Arts Center
Frcdouia, NY J.1063
(716) 673°3597
t!sliaro11@hotmail.co m

5765-F Burke Centre Pkwy. #125
Burke, VA 22015
(703) 626-8572
spencer@hackandslash.com

DR. MICHAEL I<1RKLAND
8315 Countryside Ln.
Fogelsvi!le, PA 18051
H: (610) 285-0210
W: (GlO) 683-1571
mbill3.326@aol.com (I-I)
kirkland@kutztown.edu (W)

Vi1lca1,1's Fotr;e ,
330 West 23rd Street
Baltimore, i\1D 21211
(410) 321-6519
Lo11nicSC@,wl.com

HARRIS SMITH
5238 Prescott Avenue
Lincoln, NF 68506
(402) 489 6977
hsmith2@11nl.ec!1r

PAUL STEGER
MICHELLE LADD
12016 Temperance Street
Huntsville, :AL 35803
H: (818) 838- 1424
Pager: (888) 614-2700
HRHmladd@aol.com

BILL LENGFELDER
8724 Charing Cross Lane
Dallas, TX 75238
(214) 340-6306
lengfeld@mail.smu.edu

TODDLOWETH
11030 Aqua Vista Street, Apt. #10
Studio City, CA 91602-3190
(818) 760-4712
tloweth@dbalax.com

MIKE MAHAFFEY
3710 26th Place West #207
Seattle, WA 98199
{206) 378-0398
Mike_Mahaffey@hotmail.com
NEIL MASSEY
3738 Bianchan Avenue
Brookfield, IL 60513
(708) 485-2089
neil@roguesteel.com
swordcuder@earrhlink.net

1614 East Bovd
Norman, OK 73071-2616
H: (405) 292-3578
W: (405) 325-5302
bucy19 9 9@aol.com

JOSEPH TRAVERS
413 West 56rl1 Street Apt 7
New York, NY 10019
(212) 726-2400
swordplay98@hotmail.com

BRAD WALLER
5616 Kirkham Court
Springfield, VA 22151
H: (703) 323-7233
W: (703) 861-3307
GlobeFG@aol.com

ROBERT WALSH
60 Tolman Street
WestNewton,MA 02165-1020
H: (617) 244-9656
W: (617) 494-3078
WalshLo,vry@msn.com

ROBERT WESTLEY
22 University Road Apt. #2
Brookline, MA 02445
(617) 620-5057
dpwestley@yahoo.com

D.C.WRIGHT

600 D Univ Blvd Suite 125
Harrisonbrg, VA 22801
(888) 930-6672
drmumaw@eudoramail.com

1027 Derrv Lane Apr. 61
Macomb, 1161455
H: (309) 836-6359
W: (309) 298-1926
dchedu97@hotmail.com
DC-Wrighc@wiu.edu

MARK OLSEN

BRETYOUNT

DOUGLAS MUMAW

457 East Fairmount Avenue
State College, PA 16801
(814) 867 8119
meo2@psu.edu

116 Boundary Road
London El3 9QG UK
(020) 8552 0775
swordsman@compuserve.com
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Society of American Fight Directors
DEDICATED TO IMPROVING THE QUALITY AND SAFETY OF STAGE COMBAT

The Societv of ~American Fight Directors (SAFD) is a non-profit organization devoted to training, and improving the qualiLy
of stage combat. \'Ve are committed to the highest standards of safety in the theatrical, film and television industries. The
SAFD offers educational opportunities across the country at universities, privately and at the annual National Stage
Combat Workshop expressly to disseminate this information. In addition, the SAFD tests individuals in three categories;
Actor/Combatant

+--

Teacher

+--

Eght Director

However, one need not rnke any sort of test to become a member of SAPD. Anyone interested in the art of fight choreography and stage fighting can join. SAFD members receive a 10% discount on SABD workshops; The Fiiht Master, a
journal published twice yearly; and The Cutting Edge, a newsletter published six times yearly with news updates on SAFD
activities, policies and members.

1o apply for membership in the SAflD fill out the form below and send to
The Society of American Fight Directors
1350 East Flamingo Road #25
Las Vega5, NV 89119
Dues are $35 annually. (For members outside the U.S., annual dues are $40)
Your enclosed check of $35 will cover dues for the current year.
Please make checks payable to Society of American Fight Directors.

,---~------------------~----~-----------------,
Membership Application
Society of American Fight Directors
Plense Print
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ifyou have pm,ed the SAFD Projzciency Skill., Test, please fill ou.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date tested._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Instructor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Weapons _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Email _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Adjudicator _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L-----~--------~------------------------------~
The Fight Master ~ Pall/Winter 2002
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